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Weekend Weather

Student

Friday and Saturday: Unseasonably
dry weather will create widespread fire
safety hazards. Dan Lalonde slated to
patrol the campus with special guest
Smokey. Sunday: Same.
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Large-scale revisions sought by conduct task force
By Kara Peters
In a sparsely-attended forum on
Wednesday evening, the CollegeWide Task Force for the Examination
of Student Conduct presented its final
report—the results of an intense, two
year deliberative process. The report
was issued following a thorough ex¬
ploration of student opinion, faculty
concerns, and various student con¬
duct codes and disciplinary proce¬
dures at undergraduate institutions
across the country. Within the report
are a number of elements that are
likely to incite controversy in stark
contrast to the general apathy that is
currently exhibited by the student
body towards the documents. In order
to ameliorate a common reaction of
bewilderment felt by many students
charged with violations, the proposal
has many provisions intended to
clarify the college's policy regarding
student conduct. Among these is a
clause which would make it manda¬
tory for students to sign a contract
stipulating that they both understand
and intend to follow the college's stu¬
dent conduct policy.

Although intended to serve as a
forum at which students, faculty and
staff could voice their opinions and
concerns regarding the final compila¬
tion of recommendations for changes
to the college's student conduct
policy, the meeting resulted in what
was more like a casual discussion.
Only five people were present, four of
whom served on the Task Force. Tom
Tracy, professor of religion and com¬
mittee chair, lamented that an issue of
such great importance to the entire
Bates community was not being met
with greater response during its for¬
mative phase.
"It's a controversial topic," Tracy
said, "and one that will necessarily af¬
fect the entire community. Whenever
people are charged with misconduct,
there is bound to be controversy. I am
certain that there will be plenty of pro¬
test when the issues come up for leg¬
islation."
Among the committee's recom¬
mendations is a proposed change in
the process by which students are
educated about the college's student
conduct policy. According to the re¬
port, "there should be a single, com¬
prehensible, readily accessible state¬

Rebecca Corrie, associate professor of art, and Colleen Quint, legal coun¬
sel to the task force, in a lighter moment.
Barney Beal photo.
ment of the conduct code, including
definitions of categories of chargeable
conduct, a description of the student
conduct process, and a statement of
student rights and responsibilities in
that process." In order to ensure that
students had a thorough knowledge
of the code, new student orientation

and RC/JA training would include
sessions specifically focused on stu¬
dent conduct policy. In addition, stu¬
dents would sign a statement that
they have "read and agreed to abide
by the Student Conduct Code."
Continued on Page 5, Column 1

Village Center takes on the
spirit of Benjamin E. Mays

Heads up!

By Michelle Wong_

Following his unsuccessful bid for governor, Jay Rasku ’95 continues
his leap for glory on a cool autumn day at Bates.
Barney Beal photo.

The social and study center of the
Residential Village complex, com¬
monly known as "The Silo," finally
gained an official name last Saturday,
when the Bates trustees dedicated the
building in honor of civil rights activ¬
ist and Bates alumnus Dr. Benjamin E.
Mays '20. Complementing the silo
dedication were a series of other
celebratory tributes and symposiums,
which were held in order to honor
Mays' lifetime of scholastic and social
contributions. This year of 1994 was
chosen specifically for the celebration,
for it marks the centennial year of the
birth of the acclaimed graduate. In
choosing to have Mays' name grace
the silo, the trustees wished to perma¬
nently recognize how he served his
world community, at Bates and be¬
yond.
The ceremonial speakers sought
to ensure that Mays' legacy as a min¬
ister, educator, author and leader be
sustained in the public consciousness
and not forgotten. The speakers of the

brief dedication ceremony praised the
work of Mays, who extensively inter¬
acted and assisted multicultural stu¬
dents and alumni, both at Bates, and
later on at Morehouse College.
Reflecting Mays' stand on schol¬
arship, President Donald Harward
quoted one of Mays' statements:
"'True education begins in a free
place, with a free teacher, in a liber¬
ated campus, in a liberated classroom.
And the result is always a convulsive,
internal explosion of emancipation for
those who study there.'"
"Throughout his years leading
Morehouse College, Dr. Mays empha¬
sized to generations of Morehouse
men the importance of the life of the
mind devoted to the life of society,"
commented Martha Crunkleton, dean
of the faculty and vice-president for
academic affairs. She emphasized the
extent to which Mays worked "with
thousands of others to improve our
society and to help our country's cher¬
ished images of itself become more
real."
Continued on Page 5, Column 1
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The forgotten films
When was the last time you saw
an actual film at Bates ? The video
revolution has hit this campus as hard
as any and the results have been cata¬
strophic. Why is it that we are one of
the only major liberal arts colleges
without a film series.
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More than just Neil Diamond
Patriotism isn’t something that
one can take for granted. Show the
concern you have for your country,
loved ones, and big military spending
by casting your ballot this Tuesday.
Our newsman will guide you through
the process.
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Conflront your worst nightmare
Stephen King will speak at the Great Falls School on Academy Street in
Auburn, Sunday, November 6th, at 5:30 p.m. in support of Democratic can¬
didate for Congress John Baldacd. Call 784-9400 for more information.

Help wanted
On Wednesday, November 9th, Venture Consortium representatives
wilt speak in Chase Hall Lounge about the plethora of internships and paid
positions available to sophomores, juniors, and graduating seniors. At 7:00
p.m., the Venture representatives will address sophomores and juniors
who are considering taking time off next semester or next year. Then at 8:00
p.m., Venture representatives will talk to those seniors interested in find¬
ing paid positions with non-profit organizations.
The Venture Consortium offers many options to students looking for
jobs and internships related to public interest, education, social change,
science research, and the environment. All sophomores, juniors, and se¬
niors are encouraged to attend these meetings to find out how Venture can
help ease the anxiety of taking time off or finding that first job after gradu¬
ation.

REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY

AROUND CAMPUS

In Celebration of Dr. Mays
This past weekend, as part of
the ceremonies honoring noted
Bates alumnus Dr. Benjamin Mays
'20, speakers came from across the
country to take part in panel
discussions revolving around the
various aspects of the Mays legacy.
Among these panel discussions
was a session entitled "Memories
of Mays," which featured insight
provided by his niece, Bernice
Perkins; his grandniece, Dr.
Marshalyn Yeargin-Allsopp; and
Dr. Charles Willie of Harvard
University, a student at Morehouse
College during Mays' tenure as the
president of the college.
The talks featured personal
reflections provided by the speak¬
ers. Perkins and Yeargin-Allsopp
focused on the role of the family in
Dr. Mays' life. Perkins talked
affectionately of Mays' willingness

to sacrifice on behalf of his loved
ones, such as the assistance he
provided her in her purchase of a
new house. Dr. Mays "did what he
could, not because he had to, but
because he wanted to," Perkins
said. Yeargin-Allsopp discussed
the instrumental force Mays had
provided in her decision to become
the first black student at Sweet
Briar College, and eventually the
first black female graduate of
Emory University School of Medi¬
cine.
Dr. Willie in his talk addressed
the legacy of Mays the educator,
and his willingness to defend his
students through trying times.
Following the panel discussion,
someone proposed that a movie be
made about Mays' life, perhaps for
public television.

-

Summary of the R.A. Meeting, 10/31/94
The Committee on Student Voice at Faculty Meetings met and will be
creating a questionnaire to present to the faculty concerning their opinion
on the matter.
With the exception of the First Year Seminar/ Writing Workshop Com¬
mittee which received no applications, the slates for the rest of the StudentFaculty Committees stand:
Admissions/ Financial Aid:

Randy Fernandez '96
Jason R. Hall '97
Educational Policy:

Lisa Foster '96
Michael Talmanson '96
J. Scott Walsh '97
EARL:

Julie Graham '98
Richard Holley '97
Ming Linsley '98
Amanda Tickler '97
Lea Wacker '98

Curriculum & Calender:

Basil Kolani

Do it for your country
-by Ryan Vesely

Michael Talmanson '96
Amanda Tickler '97
Lectures:

Jeremy Breningstall '97
Jonas Ginsburg '97
Honors:

Faham Rashid '96
Off-Campus Study:

Lisa Hamasaki '95
Phyllis Paparazzo '96

Students are encouraged to get involved in the Parking Appeals Com¬
mittee. If interested in keeping down student debt to security from park¬
ing violations, contact Tim Blake. If no interest is demonstrated from the
student body, there will be no student input, (yikes!)
Security issues were a focus of discussion. A motion passed the R.A. to
support a suggestion to install better lighting on Russell Street and on Cen¬
tral Avenue, as well as reminder signs of the Maine State Law for motor ve¬
hicles to stop for pedestrians in crosswalks. Other suggestions included
posting a fine for violating the pedestrian right-of-way and for speeding.
Speeding was of concern on Frye and College Streets as well, but no spe¬
cific motion was proposed. Discussion turned to instances of general secu¬
rity negligence, particularly in failing to appear for over 40 minutes on sev¬
eral occasions when called to let students into dorms and/or dorm rooms.
Two suggestions put forth were to have texts available on reserve in
the library, and to have a trash can outside Chase Hall.
The President's Advisory Committee met, and discussed plans for a
"OneCard" system that would serve as an I.D., key, and library card. The
meal system may or may not be affected by a switch to the OneCard sys¬
tem. Administration is prevented from an immediate and total transition
by the substantial cost of rewiring all the doors on campus to accomodate
the Card.
The Trustee's Advisory Committee met and discussed the Physical
Education requirement, the cost of texts, the discrimination policy, volun¬
teer work, the policy on handicap access, tuition and financial aid. In addi¬
tion the committee expressed appreciation for all of Mr. Volpi's s work in
Commons, especially working with local organic farmers and providing
kosher and vegetarian options.
If you have any questions/concerns please leave a message in the RA
phone x6390, or contact one of the RA board members: Duncan White
(President), Faham Rashid (Vice-Pres.), Joey Gaither (Treasurer), Richard
Holley (Parliamentarian), or Alysia Wurst (Secretary).

Flection day is coming soon! Voting re¬
quires only a simple two-step process
and will take a grand total of about ten
minutes of your time.
1. ) This lirst step applies only to those of
you who are currently not registered to
vote in Maine. If you are already regis¬
tered here, please move on to step two
(and you can also cut five minutes off of
our time approximation for the entire
process). If you are currently unregis¬
tered, fear not. Maine is one of the most
\ oter-friendly states on the Fast Coast. If
you are a full-time student at Bates, you
are eligible to vote in here. All you need
to do is 1111 out a green voter registration
card, obtainable at City Hall. After the
city receives your card and processes it,
they will notify you of your status as a
Maine voter. Registering in Maine will
forfeit your registration in another state.
You may also register at the pollson elec¬
tion day, as long as it is not done at the
polling place.
2. ) The second step is to cast your ballot.
If you live in JB, you must do this at the
Meadowview Community Building on
Spofford Street behind Friendly’s Res¬
taurant. Otherwise, your polling place is
the Lewiston Junior High School.
Flection day is Tuesday, November 8th.
Rock the vote!

WHEN DRINKING, CALL A FRIEND.
OR GET A RIDE WITH A STRANGER.

Drinking and riding can lead to a loss of license, a conviction, or even worse.
That’s if you’re lucky. The fact is, 50% of motorcycle fatalities involve i o'y
riders who have been drinking. So if you have been drinking, get a ride VBy
with a friend. It’s the best call you can make, motorcycle safety foundations

Semesters abroad: discovering oneself through others
By Jeremy Breningstall
For those students looking for the
sort of education that can't be found
on the American continent, plans have
just been announced for fall semester
abroad programs to take place in 1995
in Russia and France. Across the
ocean, students will have the opportu¬
nity to examine their identities as they
partake in a foreign way of life.
The trip to Russia will present stu¬
dents with the opportunity to study
Russian language, politics and culture
in the setting of Chyol, a quiet town.
In order to become immersed in Rus¬
sian culture, students, following an
intensive three-week course in Rus¬
sian language, will be staying with
native families. James Richter, assis¬
tant professor of political science, will
be teaching a course there entitled
"Global Change, Local Politics, and
Individual Identity." He said that a
small town was chosen in order that
students could get a better sense of
what Russian life is really like, away
from the Americanized hubbub of the
big cities. In addition, he noted that
Oryol has the advantage of being
safer, with a population that tends to
be more welcoming to foreigners.
Within the friendly atmosphere of a
small town, students will have a better
chance of getting to know native Rus¬
sians better than they would other¬
wise.
While acknowledging that stu¬
dents will likely not have all the same

comforts as home, Richter said the trip
will enable them to return with "an
enriched sense of who they are" that
will make their discomfort worth¬
while. In addition to having the op¬
portunity to experience first-hand the
workings of a foreign culture, partici¬
pants will have an opportunity to wit¬
ness the continuing transformation of
the former communist nation, as it
takes steady steps towards a marketbased economy. Richter commented
on the fact that, after 70 years of ad¬
justing towards a political system, the
Russian people are now faced with the
disorienting process of establishing a
new identity for themselves. Richter
believes that by witnessing this trans¬
formation for themselves, students
will come to see that "the horror sto¬
ries you hear about what's happening
in Russia are greatly exaggerated."
Also involved in the program will
be Jane Costlow, associate professor of
Russian, who will be teaching a course
entitled "Cataclysm or Continuity?
Contemporary Society and Culture in
Russia." Costlow said, "Russia is like
the U.S., a very large, complex, and to
some extent multiethnic country, and
a country that is coming to terms with
all sorts of contradictory positions."
She said that watching Russia struggle
with "a lot of things that we take for
granted," such as the worth of capital¬
ism and democracy, "can be illumi¬
nating."
As part of the program, students
will experience the different ways in
which Russians are adapting to the

structural changes of their govern¬
ment in a variety of settings ranging
from factories to collective farms. In
addition, each student will be ex¬
pected to do a project based on their
particular interests.
For students interested in attend¬
ing the trip to Russia there will be an

The Russian Orthodox church
within Oryol.
informational meeting on November
10th at 8:30 at the multicultural center.
Richter said those interested should
"go in with an open mind and know
that they're going to be challenged."
Also available as an option for the
adventurous student in the fall of 1995
will be a semester spent in Nantes,
France. The program will feature
"Citizens of Somewhere Else: Ameri¬
cans and France, 1790-1990," taught
by Marcus Bruce, associate professor
of religion, and "The Changing Face
of French Identity," taught by Mary

Search committee continues
to survey the applicant field
By Basil Kolani
The position of affirmative action
director, a position created five years
ago, remains vacant as the search for a
new director continues following the
resignation of James Bell. Over the
summer, Bell made the decision to re¬
sign in order to pursue a career at
Purdue University. Following an in¬
tensive search, the field of candidates
had been narrowed down to three ap¬
plicants, who were invited for inter¬
views. However, after interviewing
these candidates, the search commit¬
tee made the unanimous decision to
reopen the search in order to conduct
a more thorough search.
The three primary functions of the
affirmative action office at Bates are to
assist in the search for new employees,

to educate the college community on
issues of diversity, and to ensure that
the principles of the college remain in¬
tact. As part of this program, the affir¬
mative action office conducts several
educational sessions each year in or¬
der to teach faculty and students
about diversity. James Reese, associ¬
ate dean of students, said, "With the
society rapidly becoming more di¬
verse, it helps to know these issues
and what to do about them."
With the search reopened, the
hope is that the committee will have
access to more input, both from the
faculty and the student body. Because
the search committee is starting the
search over, necessitating a new
round of applications and interviews,
a new director will most likely not be
named until at least midway through
the second semester.
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We Deliver
Kegs Free
of Charge
We have the lowest
prices on kegs
around!!
Deliveries also on
weekends!!

This Weeks Specials
Busch Bar Bottles
$9.99 plus tax and deposit
Michelob 6 pk. Bottles
$3.79 plus tax and deposit
Milwaukee's Best Suitcases
$7.99 a case plus tax and deposit
Molson 12 pks.
$7.99 plus tax and deposit

We’re Making a
Difference.

American Heart
Association

Redemp

Rice-DeFosse, associate professor of
French, as well as the language
courses that are a feature of both pro¬
grams.
Students participating, RiceDeFosse said, are "learning a very
marketable skill...to speak another
language and speak it well." She said
that the hands-on nature of the experi¬
ence, in which students can learn the
language less through the classroom,
and more through the news and the
marketplace, will make the education
it provides more "concrete."
In his course, Bruce said that he
plans to examine the way in which
Americans living in France over the
past 200 years have "symbolically
constructed their identity," through
studying a variety of mediums, in¬
cluding literature, newspaper articles,
works of art and music. Bruce said
that such a survey could be illuminat¬
ing, particularly since in some sense
"almost every American who went to
Europe was really looking for
America" — although they were look¬
ing for an "America that didn't exist."
He said that spending time in an arena
in which they are surrounded by dif¬
ferent standards of manners, food,
fashion and culture will enable stu¬
dents to become more self-conscious
and more self-critical.
Both programs will be open to all
students at Bates, regardless of class
year or language proficiency, and will
require no additional fees other than
the standard tuition paid to the col¬
lege.
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Red Wolf 6 pk. Bottles
$4.79 plus tax and deposit
Large selection of imported beers and wines.
Bring In Your Retumables & Get 10% Extra

794 Sabattus Street, Lewiston 783-6353
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Seeking to mix the chemistry for women in science
By Barbara Raths
In the south corridor of Carnegie
Science between rooms 410 and 411
hangs a rather unconventional bulle¬
tin board. Highlighting the achieve¬
ments of such scientific greats such as:
Barbara McClintock, Maria Mitchell,
Margaret Mead, Dian Fossey and oth¬
ers, its purpose is to pay tribute to out¬
standing women in mathematics and
science . Although these women's ac¬
complishments were in different
fields and took place in different
times, they are united by a common
struggle.
Women in math and science have
historically encountered resistance in
their pursuits. Whether it be by blan¬
ket exclusion or subtle discourage¬
ment, women have traditionally
struggled to work and be recognized
in fields that were deemed "unsuit¬
able." Even today, less than 12% of the
Ph.D.'s in sciences are held by women.
In a panel discussion Wednesday
at 7 p.m. in Chase Lounge, eight
women scientists at Bates related the
experiences they have had and the
discrimination they have faced. On
the panel were Julie Cullen, lecturer of
chemistry, Sharon Kinsman, associate
professor of biology, Nancy Kleckner,
assistant professor of biology, Hong
Lin, assistant professor of physics,
Cheryl Lopes, assistant professor of
psychology, Cheryl McCormick, assis¬
tant professor of psychology, Lois
Ongley, assistant professor of geol¬
ogy, and Bonnie Shulman, assistant
professor of mathematics. Organized
in connection with "The Social Con¬
text of Science" (Biology 200), a course
taught by Eli Minkoff, professor of bi¬
ology, the discussion focused on the
affects social pressures have on female
scientists. The woman scientists pre¬
sented to the largely female audience
a variety of ways to deal with the dis¬
crimination, discouragement and
alienation often felt by woman scien¬
tists such as themselves.
Kinsman related her "upstream
battle" in pursuit of her career as a bi¬
ologist. In high school, she was told
that "girls don't really need math"
and thus, she felt "out of the picture"
when in the predominately male com¬
position of her advanced math
courses. She stated that there was
even a point when she quit taking
math altogether, because she felt so
unwelcome in the discipline.
In college, Kinsman was discour¬

Nancy Kleckner, assistant professor of biology, provides Kathy Loomis ’96
with words of encouragement.
Barney Beal photo.
aged form taking botany by a profes¬
sor and had to insist upon being ad¬
mitted to the course. Despite negative
experiences such as this, Kinsman de¬
veloped a passion for botany, and was
driven to pursue it as a career. She
told the largely female audience,
"Don't doubt your own passion. Seek
out support and stick with it."
McCormick also shared her expe¬
riences and recalled the "math pho¬
bia" she felt throughout much of her
school career. "I was told statistics
just wasn't for me."
For most women interested in the
sciences the discouragement begins at
an early age. Lopes remembered the
chemistry set that she got for Christ¬
mas when she was eleven had only
boys on the cover. Commenting on
the ways in which things have
changed, Lopes pointed out that while
the covers of science kits may have
been redesigned, sexism remains.
"Even though science kits now often
depict both girls and boys on the pack¬
ages, the boys are frequently the ones
who are active, while the girls are por¬
trayed as onlookers. These messages
have a tremendous impact on what
we deem acceptable in society."
Within the context of their differ¬

ent experiences the women on the
panel emphasized the importance of
mentors and role models in their lives
as scientists. Cullen commented,
"Even though my graduate school ad¬
visor was a man, he was very support¬
ive of my getting a Ph.D. and pursu¬
ing a career in science."
They also described parental atti¬
tudes as being very important in shap¬
ing the possibilities of women in sci¬
ence. Kleckner said that she attributes
her achievements largely to her par¬
ents.
Minkoff, who moderated the dis¬
cussion, talked of the ways in which
these stereotypical attitudes affect
men. "It is just as important for men
to recognize the experiences of
women in science," he said. "If more
guys have women professors and par¬
ents who recognize women scientists
it is less likely that he'll make the mis¬
take of saying 'you can't do this be¬
cause you're a woman.'"
According to Minkoff, "For the
past twenty years Bates has made an
effort to hire women scientists. Once
you have a number of women repre¬
sented, female students become more
comfortable."
Although many women science

majors here at Bates find the college's
atmosphere towards them encourag¬
ing overall, some negative experiences
still occur. Biology major Kathy
Loomis '96 said that she has experi¬
enced discouragement, some subtle,
some not, in response to her decision
to major in the sciences. "There have
always been people who say, 'You're
taking chemistry,' or "You're a bio ma¬
jor,' and laugh. But I think this hap¬
pens everywhere," she said.
Currently at Bates a support
group for women in the math and sci¬
ences meets on Wednesdays at 7:30
p.m. in the multicultural center.
Abigail Gallup '96, a physics major,
said, "Different women come in and
discuss their experiences. We talk
about different strategies to promote
math and sciences among young
women in high school and junior
high. Currently, we are in the process
of organizing a mentoring program
with young students in local schools.
There is a real need for role models."
Even when women are not ac¬
tively discouraged from partaking in
the sciences, their experiences in the
classroom can still be more difficult
than their male counterparts. Biology
major Megan Mahoney '95 said that
this is in part due to the way in which
men tend to be more outspoken in
class. She recalled the explanation
given to her by her high school math
teacher. "When a boy has difficulty he
blames the teacher. When a girl has
difficulty she blames herself. Boys,
therefore, ask more questions."
The discouragement women feel
in the sciences is not always this
subtle, and not always within the
classroom. For those female scientists
who remain in their chosen field
against the odds, the discrimination
continues to pervade their lives.
Upon applying to field camps after
college, Ongley said she was con¬
stantly told that there were no "facili¬
ties for women" and that companies
were afraid of hiring her "for safety
reasons."
Despite these obstacles, Ongley
eventually found a job working for the
oil industry. Upon becoming preg¬
nant, though, she was constantly
asked when she was going to quit. Her
daughter Katherine is now 12, and
was in attendance as her mother and
her mother's colleagues discussed
their experiences in the math and sci¬
ences. She wants to be a mathemati¬
cian. The women on the panel would
definitely approve.

Committee struggles to reform student conduct code
Continued from Page 1
ment against bringing the name of the college into
disrepute. What does that mean?" Colleen Quint
'85, legal counsel to the task force, stated, "We at¬
tempted to deal with the lack of concreteness that
students claimed was lacking, but definitions are
slippery things. There is no way to completely de¬
fine words subject to nuance and interpretation.
We just wanted to provide some sort of standard."
Tracy cautioned that "no list of forms of mis¬
conduct can be exhaustive. It can only be illustra¬
tive." The more detailed statement of the behav¬
iors constituting social misconduct would include,
"actions against persons, actions against property,
dangerous or disorderly conduct, improperly ac¬
cessing, changing or falsifying college records or

documents, and obstruction of disciplinary proce¬
dures."
The introduction of mediation as a viable alter¬
native to the student conduct hearing process was
another important component of the committee's
report. Committee member Jim Scully '95 praised
the proposed mediation clause. "The two parties in¬
volved get to figure out the issues for themselves
without tying up the administrative end of the col¬
lege. This system would be less confrontational and
less bureaucratic."
Although mediation currently exists to a limited
degree, the task force would prefer to see it imple¬
mented as a regular option. "We would like to make
[mediation] more of an attractive, legitimate alterna¬
tive. We don't have an identified list of mediators
yet, but the task force wants to come up with a list
and cultivate it, " said Scully.

In an effort to remove the educative compo¬
nent of the hearing process away from the deans'
office, the committee recommended the employ¬
ment of a judicial educator. Currently, the Dean of
Students serves as a counselor, educator and pros¬
ecutor. A non-biased judicial educator who was
well-versed in the student conduct process would
alleviate some of this burden from the administra¬
tion. "We wanted to make the role of the deans
less ambiguous by sorting out their specific func¬
tions," said Tracy. "We attempted [in our recom¬
mendations] to reassert the role of the committee
in making decisions."
A student from the class of '96 who asked to
remain nameless reflected on his own experiences
during the time when he was called before the StuContinued on Page 6, Column 1
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The former “Silo” is formally dedicated as the Benjamin E. Mays Center
in honor of the distinguished alumnus.
News Bureau photo.

In memory of Benjamin Mays
Continued from Page 1
campus study in vastly different en¬
vironments, Bates, in cooperation
with the Atlanta-based Morehouse
and Spellman Colleges, is offering a
new student and faculty exchange
between the three schools.
In addition, a Benjamin Mays
Institue will rotate yearly among the
three institutions, starting in the
spring of 1995 at Bates, enabling four
chosen, committed students from
each college to work closely, as fel¬
lows of the program, with three simi¬
larly chosen members of the faculty
(one representing each school).
Summing up the dedication, col¬
lege chaplain Wesley Avram stated,
"Institutions such as Bates build
buildings. They name these build¬

We won

ings after people ... who have made
it possible for those buildings to be
built. Or people like Benjamin Elijah
Mays, whose spirit so remains in the
place, so shapes the place, so re¬
sounds in the place, that some tan¬
gible manifestation is required."
Avram, in providing the expla¬
nation for why the silo, a building
typically utilized for social func¬
tions, was suitable for bearing the
name of such a dignified and accom¬
plished individual as Mays, contin¬
ued, "This can be a place dedicated
to the blending of study and activity
. . . a place of tension and rhythm."
A place appropriate for the legacy of
Benjamin E. Mays. With these ideals
in mind, the ceremony was com¬
pleted.

dent Conduct Committee. Remark¬
ing that a judicial educator would
have alleviated some of the confu¬
sion he encountered, the student
stated, "Basically, they just handed
me the student handbook and said
'read this.' There were certain
things that I had to decide for
myself...and because of this, there
were some problems in my hearing.
The whole thing came as such a sur¬
prise. It seemed like a real rush...I
only had a couple of days to come
up with advisors and witnesses and
it was very confusing."
The task force had initially dis¬
cussed at some length the question
of whether Bates should adopt an
honor code but did not make a final
decision regarding whether one
would be appropriate. Tracy said
that the honor code was a major is¬
sue within the RA during the eight¬
ies, but because students expressed
discomfort about reporting viola¬
tions of a possible code, the idea
met with resistance. Quint said,
"Honor codes involve an entirely
student-run judiciary and tend to
be very simple in their articulation
of what constitutes violations. Also,
there is a long tradition of faculty
involvement with student conduct
that a purely student run judiciary

would ignore." Committee mem¬
bers agreed that if an honor code
was ever seriously considered, it
would have to arise as a result of stu¬
dent interest. A "top down" honor
code, according to the committee,
would be "too parental."
Tracy remarked that by requir¬
ing students to sign an agreement
that they will abide by the Student
Conduct Code, the college would be
invoking certain aspects of an honor
code. "Students would sign on and
assume responsibility for other per¬
sons and for the academic life of the
institution." Although the college's
present environment is not condu¬
cive to an honor code, Tracy stated,
"I would like to see student culture
evolve in the direction of adopting
one."
A copy of the proposal is on re¬
serve at the library, and committee
members urged students to read it
carefully. Because the college "oper¬
ates on the assumption that students
are responsible for their own behav¬
ior and should be left free to make
their own choices," active participa¬
tion in the formation of student con¬
duct policy is crucial. "These are is¬
sues of real significance for students.
Students should be aware of them
and take the opportunity to debate
them," Tracy remarked.

t waste either one.

Wherever your school is located
you’re probably less than 90 minutes
from all the excitement of the best
snow resorts in the east - challenging
steeps, bumps you won’t believe, half¬
pipe thrills and action that doesn’t
stop when the sun goes down. Now
you can get all this for just $27 a day
- a 40% savings over the daily price!
Just purchase the Extra Credit Card
for $30, then get a one-day or
multi-day ski pass at Killington,

Task force considers honor code
Continued from page 4

Sfcash.

Mount Snow, Sugarloaf or
Waterville Valley* for just $27 a day.**

72 lifts

If you’ve never skied or snowboarded,
and have always wanted to learn, get
a complete package (lower mountain
lift ticket, lesson, and equipment)
for the same $27 a day.

443 trails

10 mountains

Don’t waste another minute, call
1.800.9.SKIERS (1.800.975.4377) to
order your extra credit card today!

5 halfpipes

4 snowboard parks

186 miles of terrain
•Whether the Extra Credit Card is honored at Watervi !e Valley this season is
conditional on Waterville Valley becoming a S*K*l-owned ski area.
••Some restrictions apply. Must be a full-time college student.
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MACARONI AU FROMAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 51< PER SERVING)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp Cheddar (grated)
1/2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1
3
1
1

cup
tbs
tsp
tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire.
Stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.
Note: For your nutritional convenience, Citibank
Classic cards are accepted at over 11 million
locations, including grocery stores.

VISA

WE’RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.5
To apply, call I-800-CITIBANK.
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At Bates, only Blockbuster’s best shown
If there’s one thing the Bates community cannot boast, it is the
clear comprehension and responsible treatment offilm as an art
By Evan Halper_
Poor color, compromised lighting, distorted per¬
spective, distracting lines, chopped off frames and
an overall on-screen image which insults a film
maker's production have come to define what many
in the Bates community mistakenly refer to as "film"
on campus. Video has infiltrated the visual arts on
this campus in much the same way the Body Snatch¬
ers took San Francisco. Quietly, quickly, and rela¬
tively painlessly 16 millimeter film has been re¬
placed by video, that ugly imposter masquerading
as a legitimate substitute. When the Bates
"Filmboard" decided last Short Term to abandon
weekly film showings on campus in favor of mul¬
tiple video showings weekly and an occasional film
during the semester, the last fledgling refuge for stu¬
dents to view film on this campus faded into
oblivion.
Like a video replay of the Body Snatchers' inva¬
sion, few victims were aware of the aesthetically re¬
pulsive transition. In fact, since weekly film show¬
ings were obliterated, many have delusions compa¬
rable to those of the brainwashed Dr. David Kibner
(1978 version) in the Snatchers—that things are actu¬
ally better now. No half-focused screens, no ten
minute delays in the middle of a presentation, no
sound out of sync with picture, and a buck cheaper
to boot.
Those few who do care often say that film was
dead on campus long before any members of the
present student body even enrolled. They point to
the outdated and broken-down film equipment the
school has provided us; untrained students working
the projectors; and an overall horrible viewing room
with squeaky, uncomfortable chairs and tin-can
acoustics. These conditions are symbolic of a liberal
arts institution which has absolutely no respect for
the art of film—an art which has contributed enor¬
mously to the shaping of our society in this century.
"Bates does not have one decent place to see a
film," laments Robert Branham, professor of Rheto¬
ric and an advocate for film on campus. "I know of
no other major college or university without a film
series in which students are exposed to films they've
never seen before," he says. The emphasis for
Branham is on the word 'film'. He recognizes that
video is useful in certain classroom situations and as
a genre in its own right (that is, video created as
such, as opposed to film converted into video), but
Branham is disturbed by its widespread acceptance
here as a reasonable substitute for film.

___
"If it [the product] was created by film and the
cinematographers were working with film and pro¬
duced a film product, I think it's an insult to the pro¬
ducer, director, actors, and cinematographer to
show it and watch it on video and say you've seen
the 'film.' The video conversion is just a pale shadow
of the original," says Gene Clough of Information
Services. "Video is cheap and it's fast and easy to do.
You just shove the tape into the machine. But the
quality is simply bad," he says.
As it stands now, there are five 16 millimeter
projectors owned by the school. According to John
Drury '96, president of the Bates Film Board, the two
projectors in the Filene room are nearly 30 years old
and regularly "eat" films; the two in Olin 104 "mal¬
function constantly;" and the remaining projector, in
the Olin Concert Hall, his organization is discour¬
aged from using by the school.
"We realize that the quality decreases geometri¬
cally when you substitute video," says Drury, who
explains that he would personally rather use film.
But the Filmboard has 85 members, all of whom he
contends have to project a movie at some point dur¬
ing the semester. Drury contends that training every
person to use Bates' broken down equipment has

Jay Rasku drawing.

simply become too grand a task.
While Clough argues that the equipment is in
good enough condition to support weekly showings
and the Filmboard has shown little interest in having
students trained, other variables do play into the
equation. As the nationwide demand for 16 millime¬
ter film decreases with improved video technology,
national distributors have fewer titles available at
more expensive rates. According to Drury, the
Filmboard budget can not support the showing of
film on a weekly basis.
Nevertheless, not a single student on campus,
Filmboard members included, have expressed con¬
cern to Drury that the organization is quickly be¬
coming the Bates "Videoboard."
The lack of interest in film on this campus is
symbolic of a nation that is more often than not con¬
tent to "watch it when it comes out on video." Much
of the administration and faculty have helped to re¬
inforce this attitude by ignoring the importance of
film as an integral part of any liberal arts curriculum.
Comments Branham, "Most shows seen at Bates are
shown on video format. That sends a strong message
to the student body."

Reading Revelations:
Turning over a new page, or wishing there were time
By Heather Sands_

Barney Beal photo.

Recently when several Bates students were
asked about their non-academic reading habits,
most of them started their responses with the phrase
"When I have time... ." Time: there never seems to
be enough of it, especially when it comes to how
much people read outside of class. It should there¬
fore come as no surprise that most students spend
those precious few moments of free time reading a
newspaper such as "USA Today" ("I like the col¬
ors," quipped one junior) or a magazine like "Time"
in an attempt to keep in touch with the "real world"
that is all too easily forgotten on a college campus.
Local newspapers help students feel a little closer to
home, and magazines such as "Cosmopolitan,"
"Sports Illustrated," "Motor Trend," and "Enter¬
tainment Weekly" provides quick study breaks.
However, despite varying interests among
readers, there's one publication that seems to have
a truly devout following here: "TV Guide." I'm as

guilty as the next person in that I enjoy shutting my
brain off in front of the TV for a while, but I know
people who plan their day around the latest episode
of Melrose Place or their favorite sitcom. One of the
most wonderful things about books is that they 24
hours a day, seven days a week. They can whisk you
away to foreign lands, into the future, or beyond the
grave, depending on your mood. I doubt you could
say as much about "Seinfeld" or "Frasier," no mat¬
ter how funny they are.
When the summer months roll around, it seems
more students feel free to dust off a few of the books
that sit neglected during the school year and delve
into the contents of a romance, Sci-Fi novel, or the
latest John Grisham mystery. When asked about the
content of her summer reading, one First-Year
relpied
"Biographies,
mysteries, classics,
trashnovels, anything and everything!" However,
even in the supposed season of rest and relaxation,
Continued on Page 9, Column 1
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OUTRAGE! Fake plush dinosaur brainwashes youth
By Jay Rasku__
"I love you, you love me, we're a happy fam¬
ily!"
I inhaled one more time before I snuffed out a
Marlboro unfiltered on the bottom of my shoe, and
got up. "Ha Ha, guys. Very funny." That was the
seventh time that day a friend had twisted that
song of good-feeling into a cruel form of mockery.
Somehow word had gotten around very fast that I
had dressed up as Barney the Friendly Dinosaur
for a small gathering of children, at a non-disclosed
location miles into the Maine wilderness. As soon
as I got back Bates, the ribbing had begun. Today I
look back at the events which occured in the aftermath of my journey to the other side, and I under¬
stand why so many friends turned on me...they
were jealous. Jealous! They knew that for one short
hour, I had tapped into a power so vast it was
frightening. I had the absolute command of
twenty-odd kindergarteners. And if I had had ac¬
cess to PBS, the world could have been
mine.
When she came to my door to visit, I knew
something was up, because she never came to my
door to visit. "Heyyyy Jayyyyy, Guess what! I
want youooo to dress up as Barney for the kids in
my afterschool reading class!" I thought, Barney
Beal? but WHY? Soon it became apparent that the
Barney she spoke of was not the "Bates Student"'s
most distinguished photographer, but the infa¬
mous Grimace-is-out-of-a-job-so-lets-just-fix-himup-a-bit purple dinosaur. Flattered that she had
asked me (it was later that I found out I was the
thirtieth try), I cheered, "YEAH! I'LL DO IT!"
Then reality hit me like the knife I used on
Barney's picture last year to relieve stress. Surely
there were people less pacifist than I who would
jump at the chance to knife the real Barney—or
someone dressed up in a Barney costume. I once
heard of someone in New York City who was
killed for the innocent desire to spread a little
Barney love. "Wait, why don't you get back to me
if you can't find someone else," I said to my friend.
She didn't find someone else.
Suddenly the big day had arrived. It was then
that I discovered a serious scheduling conflict with
an important Non-Seed Plant Lab. I called up my
prof: "Yeah, um, I'm going to be busy this after¬
noon. Uhh, a project with school kids that I helped
design will be running late. Sorry. BYE." That
taken care of, my friend and I hit the road. We
drove to the costume shop, which had generously
donated the Barney costume for this occasion. I be¬
gan to get very nervous. What did Barney do or
say? I didn't know more than one line to that
haunting "I Love You" melody. I had never
watched the show. I WAS GOING TO FAIL!
I anxiously slipped on the plush purple suit,
the plush slippers and gloves, and finally the plush

Jay Rasku Drawing.
head. I was in this big black cave, my only source of
air and light being two screened-in nostril holes and
a screened-in line of the mask's mouth. Suddenly,
the door jingled. Crap! Customer! I turned a nostril/
air hole/looking glass towards the entrance of the
store to see a mother and her kindergarten-aged
daughter come in. OH GAWD, SHE'LL SEE RIGHT
THROUGH ME. I shook. SHE'LL BE LOOKING
FOR THE SLIGHTEST FAUX PAS IN MY
ACT...AND I HAVE NO ACT. The events that soon
followed were the result of no effort of my own. The
little girl gasped with glee, sprinted from her mother
straight towards my partially-inflated plush green
stomach, and uttered the sweetest "Barneyyyyyy"
as she squeezed my plush gut.
After she was removed from me, I penguinwalked out of the store, shocked. Barney the Dino¬
saur had invoked some primeval response in that
girl. I felt like I was participating in the TV brain¬
washing of our youth. But hey, I was attention
starved. I decided to go with it. Some construction
workers nearby stopped their hammering as I prac¬
ticed a goofy walk across the parking lot. They
didn't whistle.
All too soon I arrived where the reading pro¬
gram met...
I enter the room, the Purple Dinosaur God. Kids are
latched onto my purple plush legs.

One kid asked, "Why are you wearing a cos¬
tume?" but was quickly silenced. Others were trying
to kiss my wire mesh lips. And through it all, in the

the background, a constant chorus of "I love you,
Barney" rang in my ears.
I did a sweep of the whole room with my nos¬
tril/eye hole, noticing the open-mouthed expres¬
sions of these children. Their faces were dead¬
looking, like they were watching TV. It was so
frightening: I could have told them to do anything
ANYTHING mind you.... I had that amount of
power.
When the last kid was dragged off, I took off
my mask, and sat down to collect my thoughts. I
was a sweat-soaked mess of a man, and I needed
a cigarette. It was then I realized that if the tabacco
industry could get their hands on Barney, a whole
new age group could be hooked, more effectively
than with any Joe Camel. If the voting age was
changed to a mandatory voting weight, say ten
pounds and over, Barney could be the new presi¬
dent.
I try to make sense of it all, and I can't. The
mothers that day were very belligerent. In fact,
everyone above kindergarten is belligerent. I was
talking to my friend's little sisters the other day
about Barney, and they taught me the rest of
Barney's song. "I love you. You love me. I shot
Barney in the knee. With a great big bang from a
loaded forty-four, Barney tumbled down to the
floor." To the real Barney out there, I know you're
actually Grimace, down and out. And please be
good to our children, because you have them
whipped.

Pleasure reading? Many Bates students finding it a novel concept
Continued from Page 8, Column 3
many students are too busy working to sit and enjoy
a novel that requires time and effort on their part.
Many students noted that while they start sev¬
eral novels with every intention of reading them
through, they never seem to be able to finish them
cover to cover, no matter how interesting they are.
"I may have three or four books sitting around half¬
read and I'll be lucky if I finish one of them in its
entirety, there's just too much else going on," la¬
mented one student as he buried his nose in his
Physics book.
It seems to be the consensus among Batesies that
the sometimes overwhelming and virtually inhu¬
man amount of reading required by some of the
professors here deprives students not only of the
time needed to appreciate reading outside of class,
but also of the desire to extend their horizons be¬

yond the bare minimum. There very few students
who, after several hours of reading a textbook, or
even the latest novel assigned in a literature class,
have the energy or desire to pick up a book and read
when the much less demanding entertainment of a
TV or radio is so accessible. And who can really
blame them? When there is so much demanded of a
person by others, how can we ask that individual to
extend him or herself even further for the sake of
some words strung together on pieces of paper?
Fortunately, however, most Batesies don't seem
to view books as simply objects. Many see a true
value in what a book has to offer, and, if given the
time, would be most willing to enlighten themselves
with more reading.
Yet, in our fast-paced society where 24 hours
just doesn't go as far as it used to, the time that many
might spend reading is now filled with other activi¬
ties. These activities, whether they be a sports team
or a club, provide students with much more con¬

crete results than a long reading list when looking
for a job or filling out applications to graduate
schools. When such goals are so prominent in the
minds of students at selective universities like Bates,
the long-term benefits that can be gained by avid
reading quickly take a back-seat and are lost in the
hustle and bustle of every-day life. Looking around
campus, the scene often seems to be on fast-forward,
with people running to classes or to meetings in an
effort to fit it all in, squeezing eating and sleeping
between their more pressing obligations. Just walk¬
ing through the stacks of our library, one might no¬
tice how many treasures lie there, waiting to be dis¬
covered if someone only made the time. Yet, all of
about 10 feet away from some of the masterpieces of
literature sit students who feel such a weight on their
shoulders, imposed both by themselves and by those
around them, that they don't even notice what is in
their midst.
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Tune into The CBS Evening News Tuesday night. Regardless of how this
year's election is progressing, at some point Dan Rather will make the same com¬
ment he makes every election year. "A low voter turnout of under 50% appears
to be a mitigating factor in this race." 50 % ? That's right. If the woman sitting
next to you made it to the polls, the guy to your right spent his day picking his
nose and watching Scooby Doo re-runs on the USA Network. 50 % ? Yes. Men
and women have made great sacrifices in this country and across the globe just
to preserve this ideal of democracy that only half of us bother to exercise. 50 % ?
Of course. That's why every ideologue who moans about what's wrong with this
country (from any political standpoint) gripes so unrelentingly: half of our popu¬
lation just doesn't care. At Bates, we are educated, we are young and hopefully
we have some sense of obligation to the world around us. It is our responsibility
to honor the Americans who sacrificed for us and to honor our own sense of selfworth. Vote. It's the absolute least you can do.

Our video nightmare
A few years ago, no matter how dull a weekend night might have seemed,
chances were that the Filmboard was showing an exciting, provocative or at least
unique movie for a buck or two. Great movies such as "My Own Private Idaho,"
"Bob Roberts," and "The Naked Lunch" played in the Filene Room, mainly be¬
cause no commercial venue in Maine dares show any movie that does not have
either a connection to Jim Carrey or a Saturday Night Live sketch tie-in.
The film scene on campus took a depressing turn for the worse last year. The
Filmboard began showing fewer and fewer unconventional films and other
groups gave up on film altogether. This year, the situation is downright upset¬
ting. Film has all but disappeared from campus. Its replacement? Videos of mov¬
ies we've all seen before on cable. Along with bad movies, we get poor visual
quality. We don't even have a film series on campus. Film is an important art
form, and an essential means of expression in this age. Every other college or uni¬
versity at our level of excellence has a serious film series presenting provocative
works by talented directors. Film also serves as an important social practice, cre¬
ating a positive non-alcoholic event that will inspire discussion.
The lack of film on this campus is an embarrassment. It is frightening to
think about how quickly even our institution of higher learning has been willing
to foresake film for video simply because of convenience and the price being
right. If we are not even willing to demand quality and authenticity for a key
means of entertainment and social stimulus, then are we adults who will seek
mental stimulus when it is not fed to us on the "silver podium" at Bates College?
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letters to the editor

Three cheers for Halper and Co.

j

To the Editor,
We are seniors here at Bates. For
the past three years we have consis¬
tently read The Student with apathy.
However, our opinion has re¬
cently changed drastically. The new
1994-95 Student has pleasantly sur¬
prised us with its fine journalism, ex¬
emplary writing and innovative
graphics. This year's Sports section is
especially praiseworthy. Never be¬
fore have we seen such comprehen¬
sive coverage of the many non-foot¬
ball athletics here at Bates. Keep up
the good work, Jason.
We also appreciate the concern
The Student has shown towards fire
safety, as evidenced by the publica¬
tion of two articles contributed by
Dan Lalonde. Often, proper fire safety
is overlooked in our society, with
tragic results. By raising conscious¬

ness, The Student has taken a pro-ac¬
tive approach to saving lives. We com¬
mend Editor-in-Chief Evan Halper for
using his position to promote aware¬
ness and create positive changes on
this campus.
Lastly, we would like to point out
the high quality of this year's Forum
section. Previously, The Student
looked more like a Communist news¬
letter than an objective journal of bal¬
anced opinion. This year's Student has
promoted ideological balance, by ex¬
pressing conservative, as well as lib¬
eral opinion. It's nice to see both sides
represented.
In short, you are doing a fine job.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Sara White '95
Sarah Goff '95

The Bates Student is currently accepting
applications for the positions of
■ Copy Editor
■ Forum Editor
■ News Editor
for second semester.
Submit a letter containing your ideas and qualifications
addressed to:
Evan Halper
e/o The Bides Student
Box 309
Application Deadline:
Tuesday, November 15.
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care, Tom has not only said he would
support reform but has voted for it.
Too bad his opponent can't say the
same. Tom is also pro-choice, an issue
that Olympia and he agree on. Or do
they? Olympia would have signed the
Republican "Contract with America"
had she been running for Representa¬
tive. In the contract, the Republicans
"yes" vote. A few weeks later I re¬
say they would reinstate the gag rule.
ceived a letter from Andrew's office
When it comes to education Tom
explaining to me why he voted for the
has been behind students 100 percent.
Crime Bill. I never received an expla¬
He has voted to increase spending in
nation from Snowe's office. Why
inner-city schools. Last year he sup¬
didn't I receive a letter? After all, I am
ported a budget which
a constituent of hers.
made
it easier for poor
Members of the Bates
Tom
is
a
strong
students
to get direct
community should know
loans.
His
opponent, on
the facts about both candi¬
advocate of
the
other
hand, sup¬
dates so we can make a
women’s
issues.
ported
a
budget
that
reasonable vote. I am sur¬
eliminated
the
workprised that Paul did not
The National
study program and cut
state Olympia's voting
Organization of
funds in education for
record. At the beginning
Women
has
disabled kids.
of the school year I de¬
Repeatedly Tom has
cided to go to the library
endorsed him over
voted to help make
and examine the voting
a woman.
Maine and this country
record of both candidates.
a cleaner place to live.
Boy, was I surprised at
For example, he voted for toxic waste
what I found. Now, I am prepared to
removal. In addition he supports mea¬
share with you what I learned.
sures to strengthen the Clean Air and
Tom is a strong advocate of
Water Act and to stop federal timber
women's issues. That is why the Na¬
giveaway. These are all issues his op¬
tional Organization of Women has en¬
ponent is against. Environmental
dorsed him. He has always been there
groups such as the League of Conser¬
when women needed a voice. He has
vation Voters and the Sierra Club
voted to fully fund the Head Start Pro¬
have endorsed Tom.
gram and the Women, Infants, and
There is no question that Tom is a
Children (WIC) Program. In both of
man who cares about all human be¬
these programs Olympia voted to
ings. He is not afraid to vote for legis¬
make drastic cuts. In the area of health

point of view

Tom Andrews, Maine, and you: A
winning combination
By Jay Tallman_
Last week, The Student printed an
editorial by Paul Howard endorsing
Olympia Snowe's candidacy for the
United States Senate. To maintain a
sense of balance, we have invited Bates
Democrats co-chair Jay Tallman '96 to
discuss the candidacy of Tom Andrews,
Ms. Snowe's opponent.
On Tuesday Maine voters will be
going to the polls to elect their next
United States Senator. I hope mem¬
bers of the Bates community will join
me in supporting Tom Andrews. He is
a man of integrity and compassion,
earning respect from citizens across
the state of Maine.
Before this year's election I knew
very little about Tom Andrews and
only slightly more about Olympia
Snowe. Unlike Paul Howard, I have
never received any mailings from
Olympia. If she keeps her constituents
so well informed, how come in the
three years I have been at Bates I have
never received any mailings? Last Au¬
gust I contacted her office to inquire
about her "no" vote on the Crime Bill
(the first vote). I also contacted Tom
Andrew's office to thank him for his

against the grain

Pass the Geritol: Reflections
on aging and maturity
By George Mason_
For those of you who delighted in
"First Year Confidential," George Mason
has treated you to another treatise on his
life and his loves. Put on your shades, this
is hot.
Okay folks, here we go again. Just
like the last article, this is the time that
I tell you about my personal life be¬
cause I'm too shy and gutless to actu¬
ally talk about it in person. Things
since the last article have been kind of
toned down, to a certain degree. I
don't get as crazy while under the in¬
fluence and so far no committee has
summoned me to a hearing. I think
part of that has to do with my recent
birthday, which was on the twentyfourth. My lawyer has warned me that
since I am now 18,1 can be tried as an
adult. My friends also let me know
that I can now vote, buy cigarettes, lot¬
tery tickets, chewing tobacco, and por¬
nographic material.
This brings me to a story. I was in
a Lewiston "book store" with some
friends when I decided to exercise my
new legal right. I grabbed the 25th an¬
niversary Penthouse from the shelf for
a quick look. Page 73 was looking
pleasingly trashy when, suddenly, I
felt a heavy hand drop on my shoul¬
der. It was then followed by a low
voice saying "Excuse me, young man"
which was then followed by my freak¬

ing out and throwing the magazine
back on the shelf.
Besides that incident, the weeks
since that last article about the Page
party have been interesting, to say the
least. After getting up the nerve, I did
eventually talk to the subject of that
article, while I was sober. It was
slightly awkward yet still refreshing
and relieving. Even more awkward
have been the encounters since then.
Incidental glances towards my table at
Commons have become quite fre¬
quent (in fact, suspiciously frequent),
thus making me more uncomfortable.
Chance encounters at Chase,
Pettigrew, and Ladd have also been
awkward since I'm thrown off guard
at first and react unusually shy and
uncomfortable in her presence, even
though I shouldn't.
I suppose if I want to be a decent
writer, I should get to the point of this
article, so here we go. A day after I
looked at that magazine — which I in¬
sist I usually don't do — a girl in my
dorm casually let me know that, since
I'm 18,1 can reserve a hotel room in
Maine without an adult's permission.
I considered her comment/offer, but
then I changed the subject. One thing
that came to my mind was the recent
article by Richard Holley entitled
"We're Bobcats, not Animals." His
points about sexual encounters were
particularly enlightening and some¬
thing that I'd like to.comment and ex¬

Forum
lation that protects homosexuals from
discrimination. His opponent is
against any such legislation and de¬
nies that a problem even exits.
The last point I wish to make is
that Tom cares about Maine, even
though supporters of Olympia seem
to suggest otherwise. Tom's vote to
close down Loring Air Force Base was
a courageous vote. But even if he had
voted for it the base still would have
been closed. Defense workers at Bath
Iron Works and Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard recognize this and therefore
have endorsed him. Tom also doesn't
support trickle-down economics like
his opponent does. In 1981 Olympia
voted for Reagan's budget which en¬
couraged Maine businesses to close
down and relocate in another country.
As a result, Maine lost jobs. Further¬
more, the rich got richer and the poor
got poorer. Would someone please tell
me how Maine benefited from this.
And to think, Tom's opponent wants
to go back to Reaganomics.
The Lewiston-Auburn commu¬
nity is not doing well. For the past six¬
teen years this district has been lack¬
ing representation. It's time for Maine
to send someone to Washington who
will be a voice for all people of Maine,
not just those with money. The choice
is clear — vote Tom Andrews.

Jay Tallman '96 is a kind, gentle, loving
soul. He devotes his spare time to helping
widows and orphans. Gosh, he's swell.

pand on.
I've long outgrown it. I see many
The main point seems to be some¬
people, however, that have not. As
thing that I believe we all hold true —
Mr. Holley implied, some people go to
there is a major difference between
parties just looking to "score" with
"screwing" and making love. Screw¬
who/whatever. At a few parties (in¬
ing involves basic animal instincts and
cluding this Halloween weekend), I
the pursuit of raw pleasure. Making
have noticed, among a minority, a sort
love, depending on the person, may
of predatory plan of action. There is a
include some of that but it also means
clear intent to one goal. The alcohol is
you know the person and will respect
purposely monitored and increased,
them. The act is done out of consider¬
by the active and more sober person,
ation and love and it shows a unique
to decrease the other's awareness.
bond you have with someone special.
Various actions are later taken to as¬
Sex may be fun, but we must re¬
sure a success for the night. Such one¬
member there are consequences. If
sided persuasiveness is quite ques¬
one has any con¬
tionable and bother¬
science, one must
some.
realize that 30 min¬
I don't want to sound
When I was a
utes of fun is not
like a total puritan
worth a week of
while writing this ar¬
freshman in high
guilt, shame, and
ticle. I also don't want
school, I had some
emptiness. Can you
to be a hypocrite, so I
really feel good
chauvinist friends.
will say that you just
about yourself if,
might
"hook up" with
Sometimes, we
when you're both
someone you know
would ogle every
done, the other per¬
very little about. But,
son puts on their
you
must also realize
woman who
clothes and leaves?
exactly what you will
passed us.
This is not a good
get yourself into and be
feeling and it makes
ready to accept the con¬
both of you look
sequences. In closing, I
cheap.
would like to relate one observation.
When I was a freshman in high
From extensive conversation and ex¬
school, I had some typical male (chau¬
periences, it seems that what most
vinist) friends. We would hang out
people want is to be loved and consid¬
and comment on every single woman
ered. The soft, sweet lips and gentle
that passed our eyes. There were 3
touch of another person are definite
million women in the Chicago area so
attractions that show those two
we had plenty of time to make our re¬
things. The problem arises with the
marks. Most of the time it would be
context in which we receive them,
something like "Hey Beavis, would
something that makes life and love all
you?" "Hell, yes! I'd nail her,
the more interesting yet quite compli¬
buttmunch! I'd get her drunk first,
cated.
though." "Heh, heh heh, cool." Every¬
George Mason '98 would like to buy the
one probably goes through this vulgar
world
a Coke and keep it company.
and tasteless period, but, thankfully,
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point of view

Learning from a teacher:
Reflections on Dr. Mays
was involved in planning and enact.I-".
ing parts of it. It drew my attention
Last weekend, Bates College hosted an
because of its importance. Here a
enormously successful symposium comgroup of people gathered from all
memorating the centennial of Dr. Benover the country to examine, celjamin Mays' birth. Among the remarkebrate, remember, critique, and honor
able presentations were a lecture given by
the life of a single individual who
Harvard University's Dr. Charles Willie
touched this college, and touched the
and "Faith and Freedom," a brief docuworld. Benjamin Mays graduated
mentary consisting offootage of Dr. Mays
from Bates in 1920, having been
juxtaposed with testimonials given by
reared on a tenant farm in South Caroprominent disciples of Dr. Mays' philosolina in a time when rural youth, espephy. The documentary was co-directed by
dally Negro youth (in the language of
Professor Robert Branham of the Departthat time), were not actively schooled.
ment of Rhetoric and Rob Kaplan '95.
He was in school only four months a
Last Sunday, Bates reyear
throughout
named the Village Cenmost of his schoolterin Dr. Mays' honor.
Benjamin Mays
ing years. Because
. - *
he was smart and arThere was much
graduated from
ticulate, and because
going on last weekBates in 1920,
he prayed, and beend. Among normal
cause church people
academic responsiafter having been
anj teachers SUp_
bilities, was a conferSchooled in a
ported him, he was
ence on popular cultenant farm in
able to go away and
ture, a debate tournafinish his secondary
ment, sporting events
South'Carolina.
education. He then
on Saturday, Hallowwent on to college,
een parties, "October
getting to Bates
Weekend" activities, Trustee meetings
when he was twenty-two years old.
for those affected, the dedication of
He finished Bates, doing remarkably
the Mays Center, and the several acwell here. He was ordained a Baptist
tivities of the symposium on Benjamin
minister, served a church for a time,
Mays. How did you choose what to
and went on to receive both a masters
do? If in the busyness you opted out
degree and a Ph.D. from the Univeraltogether, too bad for you. Ifyouensity of Chicago. He became the Dean
joyed some aspect of the weekend,
of the School of Religion at Howard
well, good for you.
University, taught at Morehouse Col¬
lege for three years, and then served
It was the symposium that drew
Morehouse as its President for 27
my attention, and not only because I
years. Along the way he served as

By Wes Avram

Vice-President of the Federal Council
of Churches, was active in the World
Council of Churches and the YMCA,
served on countless commissions and
committees, taught Martin Luther
King, Jr., gave the eulogy at the Rev.
Dr. King's funeral, was President of
the Atlanta School Board, was de¬
voted to his extended family and to
his students, and was much more. By
all accounts, this was a remarkable in¬
dividual.

manager of a "learning system," meet¬
ing perceived requirements of a pay¬
ing and consuming student popula¬
tion. He was not an educational ex¬
pert. He was a teacher. He knew his
students, demanded standards that
were individually tailored but always
higher than students thought they
could achieve (but often did meet),
cared about his students' commit¬
ments and the decisions of their fu¬
tures, and understood that his stu¬
dents had, and still have, a moral re¬
sponsibility beyond success. Now
Morehouse College is not Bates Col¬
lege. And his time is not ours. But
traces of his virtues remain, even here.
And we have much to learn from him.

The symposium marked the cen¬
tennial of his birth. As people gath¬
ered, a spirit filled this place like I
have never before seen at Bates. Our
guests inhabited this place, and as
they lifted themselves off the ground
On Sunday morning, many gath¬
they took us with them. The synthesis
ered in the Chapel for a service of
of academic rigor, convivial spirit, de¬
"Worship in Celebration of the Life
sire for connection with others, unem¬
and Legacy of Benjamin Elijah Mays."
barrassed religious interest, and will¬
It was grand, inspiring, significant,
ingness to let the weekend make a dif¬
and full of spirit. It was more than a
ference was telling. The synthesis told
memorial. It was
of what diversity,
preaching, teaching,
and rigor, and gath¬
singing, remember¬
ering can be about in
Mays was an
ing,
envisioning,
an academic commu¬
important influence
hoping, and pray¬
nity. If you missed it,
ing. It was, once
you missed some¬
on Dr. Marlin
thing.
again, a trace of the
Luther King, Jr.
synthesis to which
the goods of diver¬
As young schol¬
He eventually
sity call us in this
ars who had never
eulogized King's
time and in this
met Dr. Mays dis¬
funeral
place. A reception
sected his work, and
afterward began be¬
former students re¬
fore noon, but the
called his towering
last person did not leave until after
and demanding presence, and family
3:00 p.m., which I take as another sign
members remembered his peculiar
that this was a weekend that did not
and passionate commitments, a few
want to end. If we can leam from it,
things became clear about him. One is
there is a sense in which it is a week¬
worth noting here. That was the ten¬
end that need not end.
sion at the core of his being between
preaching and teaching.
And it is the teaching that we can
most learn from here. For it seems to
Wes Avaram recently received his doctor¬
me that Benjamin Mays was not a pro¬
ate from Northwestern University. He is
vider of "educational services" in the
an occassional contributor to this page.
contemporary sense. Nor was he a

the college days

by greg stones ’96

X'l'F
AH, LOOK AT ALL THOSE
HAPPY COUPLES WALKING

I T1AINK I'M GOING
TO BE SICK,.

HAND IN HAND. . .

THEY'RE ALL ON THEIR WAY TO PARTIES WHERE

YES, I CAN PROTECT THEM AGAINST THIEVES AND

THEY'LL GET DRUNK AND TO THINGS WITH EACH

VANDALS, BUT FROM THEMSELVES ? FROM EACH

OTHER THAT THEY WOULD NEVER DO SOBER.

OTHER9 NO.

THEN THEY'LL WAKE UP WITH ONLY SPOTTY

NUMEROUS TO CONTAIN,

HA-HAA! HOLD YOUR GROUND, YOUNG
SPAWN OF A JADED SOCIETY, AND
CONSIDER THIS: WHAT WOULD YOUR
FUTURE CHILDREN SAY?

THEIR SUBTLE

REMEMBRANCES OF THE NIGHT BEFORE, AND

STOP

CALL IT LOVE.

engulfing TO BRIGHTEN.

WHAT SAD, TWISTED CREATURES.

CRIMES ARE TOO

TOO ACCEPTED TO

THE SHADOWS IN THEIR SOULS TOO

Forum
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letters to the editor

Shed your slug persona and
straighten out your priorities
To the Editor,
While reading this week's issue of
The Bates Student I was prompted to
write a letter regarding the article
"The XYZ's of Flirting at Bates".
At first this article struck me with
a feeling of shock and disgust. I re¬
acted in this tone because "flirting"
was a full page focus in the weekly
twenty-four page newspaper, pre¬
sented as a pressing news story with
import and legitimacy.
In my short time at Bates I've al¬
ways viewed the paper as an avenue
through which students can gain ac¬
cess to information surrounding intel¬
lectual discussion and general campus
events. I'd go as far as to say that The
Bates Student has been a forum where
intellectual/educational controver¬
sies—which demand the attention of
the entire Bates community—have
been addressed. The choice of "flirt¬
ing" as subject matter within this same
channel of communication was made
in poor judgment and bad taste.
With this in mind I approached a
close affiliate of the paper. The re¬
sponse I received was an explanation
that the features section of the paper is
supposed to be focused on "human
interest." This made me reevaluate
my concerns.
I felt almost idiotic knowing that I
had not even gotten to the heart of the
matter with my reflex reaction. The
connection between "human interest"

and "flirting" left a heavy "of course"
feeling in my stomach. It really illumi¬
nated the irritating, uncomfortable,
abnormal, complacency within the
Bates student body, something I have
observed for quite a while. I can't
deny that most students here would,
in fact, prefer to read an article in this
paper which gave a topic such as
"flirting" prime concern, than read an
article such as "Open Forum Takes
Place On Proposed Harassment
Policy"(9/30). If you attended the
open forum on the proposed discrimi¬
natory harassment policy, if you have
attended a Representative Assembly
meeting or any educational event that
doesn't offer free food, you know this
content feeling of which I speak.
One might debate whether the
media perpetuates society or vice
versa. However, in light of brevity, I'll
say that this feeling of satisfaction just
manifests itself as a void in student
awareness, participation and interest.
There are places where responsi¬
bility should fall. However, I hope
that The Bates Student will remain an
advocate concerning sorely needed
educational programming, coming
from places such as The Multicultural
Center. I hope that 'The XYZ's of Flirt¬
ing at Bates" is not a sign of the dete¬
rioration of allegiance to these issues.
Sincerely,
Gussie Falleder '97

point of view

Mays or the Silo ?
By Kobi Hatcher_
Last weekend, the Village Cen¬
ter was dedicated in honor of Ben¬
jamin Elijah Mays. The former Vil¬
lage Center is, as we all know, con¬
structed in the shape of a silo. "The
Silo" is virtually the only structure
on the campus that is referred to by
any other name than its given name.
Roger Williams Hall is known as
"the Bill" and has been for years.
John Bertram Hall is commonly
called "J.B." Ladd library is gener¬
ally called "the Library" and the
Gray Cage is referred to as "the
Cage".
Let's be honest, we all know that
the Benjamin E. Mays Center will
continue to be called the Silo because
that's a fitting nickname. I find it
hard to believe that the College was
oblivious of this fact when deciding
which building was an appropriate
candidate for dedication.
Could other unnamed buildings
of the Village have been named in
tribute of Mays? It has been said that
the center was chosen because of its

centrality and its space for student
interaction. This seems fitting, but is
it not a hollow gesture if this space is
not remembered by the community
at large by it's honorable title? If the
true goal is to give respect to this
man and his memory could we not
rename a more frequented building
in his honor?
I realize that would be some¬
what taboo here at Bates to rename
a building for someone who did not
donate millions of dollars. Benjamin
Mays was only one of the most in¬
fluential people of the twentieth
century. I ask why the man's work
and legacy can be disrespected with
a smoking lounge and a building
called by another name.
Meanwhile in every College ad¬
dress we are reminded of his work
and legacy. How many times has
the Chase family been spoken of in
such addresses?
Wouldn't it be nice if those who
were remembered were honored
because of their contributions to the
world, not their contributions to the
bank?

Let ye who is without sin
To The Editor,
We are seniors writing in re¬
sponse to the piece "We're
Bobcats...Not Animals!" by Richard
Holley (10/28). Mr. Holley, the au¬
thor of this article, reprimands us for
damaging college property in
drunken stupors, leaving our messes
for the maintenance staff and general
acts of irresponsibility. While we do
agree with Mr. Holley that these acts
are, at best, completely obnoxious, the
rest of his column struck a raw nerve
in us.
Mr. Holley asserts that "...here at
Bates, alcohol consumption has be¬
come our definition of a good time"
and that "...the Word modification
seems to be left out of the Batesie dic¬
tionary." We resent this truly un¬
founded generalization. During our
Bates career, we have become friends
with many people who DO NOT
DRINK AT ALL. We have always
known these people to go to, and en¬
joy the social functions at Bates. Thus,
we have to refute this argument that
alcohol is required to have a good
time at Bates. We also resent being
told, by an individual who does not
even know us, that we don't know
how to exercise moderation. We have
personally never damaged property
during or after attending social func¬
tions at which alcohol consumption
was involved. Mr. Holley makes refer¬
ence to people vomiting in the hall¬
ways at 3 o'clock in the morning.
Maybe he just lives on a really crappy
floor!
Furthermore, Mr. Holley ad¬
dresses the issue of sex on campus. He
challenges the college's decision to
distribute condoms. We personally
applaud the college's action as it re¬
flects concern for the well being of the
students, particularly in the age of
AIDS.
Mr. Holley expresses his goal of

having a monogamous, long term re¬
lationship; he creates the impression
that those who do not share this goal
are engaging in an "abuse of their
sexuality." Additionally, Mr. Holley
states that he doesn't "want to be at
the end of a long list of my girlfriend's
sexual partners." We interpret this as
his need to control women by making
them fit into an outdated cultural
stigma that women are either sluts or
virgins. Mr. Holley's words illustrate
his need to stereotypically dominate
women by either placing them on the
virginal pedestal or by demonizing
them unfairly. Mr. Holley points out
these two extremes, and fails to recog¬
nize any middle ground. Wake up and
smell the 90s Mr. Holley! If anything,
this just reflects your egocentric need
to be at the center of your partner's
universe.
' »
We also have to raise the question
of what can Mr. Holley possibly mean
when he states that, "Separating love
from sex separates men from
women"? We do not even want to
ponder the implications of sexist con¬
notations lurking behind that state¬
ment.
Mr. Holley also states that, "we
must adhere to a basic set of intrinsic
moral Values." And just who is he
suggesting should author this moral
code? We think it is clear that Mr.
Holley wants to impose HIS sense of
morality upon all of US. If Mr. Holley
has established a personal code of jporality by which he lives peacefully, we
congratulate him. But we also ask him
not to judge the rest of us based upon
his personal sense of morality.
"Let ye who is without sin cast the
first stone."
Sincerely,
Nancy J. Bakey '95
Eve R. Eich '95

It Takes the Best of Both Worlds to Prepare
for an International Affairs Career
Combining a multidisciplinary academic tradition with realworld job skills, the M.A. Program in International Relations at
the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs
gives its graduates the edge in the international job arena.

Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs
Syracuse University
For more information:
International Relations Program
Syracuse University
22S Eggers Hall
Syracuse, NY
13244-1090

Call: (315)443-2306
Fax:(315)443-5451
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Rich details of Maine infuse poet Wesley McNair
By Christian Gullette
Last night, the English Department concluded
its Fall Reading Series with a reading by distin¬
guished Maine poet Wesley McNair. Students, fac¬
ulty, and members of the Lewiston/Auburn com¬
munity filled Chase Hall to hear McNair read his
new, highly-acclaimed poem "My Brother Run¬
ning". This thirteen part poem is the centerpiece of
his most recent collection, which also contains fif¬
teen shorter lyric poems that not only demonstrate
his richly detailed and compassionate attention to
the Maine landscape and people, but also compli¬
ments "My Brother Running".
McNair is the author of three previous books of
poetry "The Faces of Americans in 1853", "The
Town of No", an illustrated chapbook "12 Journeys
in Maine", and the recent "My Brother Running".
He has held a Guggenheim Fellowship, two NEA
Fellowships, a Fulbright Lectureship, and has won
numerous, prestigious prizes including the Eunice
Tietjens Prize from Poetry magazine. McNair also
teaches in the BFA program at U.M.F. In 1995,
McNair will receive another distinguished honor
when the Portland Museum of Art opens a collabo¬
rative exhibition of "My Brother Running" with
photocollages by Dozier Bell, a rare and unique ex¬
perience for both poet and reader/art lover that
promises to be a definite treat.
In the first section of "My Brother Running",
McNair sets his shorter lyrical poems in the illumi¬
nating and awkward light of the particulars of small
town, rural Maine, yet never looses sight of the
people, the real focus of his gentle and unobtrusive,
yet truly descriptive verse. We meet his recurring
characters: old, stuttering Francis whose words
never catch up to thoughts already passed, neigh¬
bors fighting in bathrobes on the lawn_McNair
writes,
Walk down this road
awhile. What you see here in daytime-

a kind of darkness that comes
from too much light you'll need to adjust
your eyes for.

The section begins with "Walking in Dark Town"
and ends with the poem "Driving in Dark Town",
and the poems in between make their music with
the details of his small town, searching for "a seam¬
less place/ that opens/ to another life". His poems
not only direct us to the unknown and daunting
place down the road, but to what's alongside, trav¬
eling with you, beside you as the headlights pass
and the empty branches of the trees stretch there
arms over the road.
But the true focus and achievement of the night
was "My Brother Running". It is an altogether dif¬
ferent experience to listen to a longer, almost narra¬
tive piece, instead of the more conventional series of
shorter poems. Most of the audience heard this
poem for the first time, and even after having had
the opportunity to preview the work, for me, the
poem only then truly emerged, delivering the music
of its connecting and powerfully elegiac words in
air. The poem is dedicated to McNair's brother who
died of a heart attack in 1986 at age 43. In a brief in¬
troduction, McNair told the audience how in the fi¬
nal 6 months of his life, his brother ran compul¬
sively, "engaged in the process of waking up to the
possibilities of his life", and in that time, the two
brothers became reacquainted and reentered each
other's lives after years of distance. For McNair, this
longer poem is a means of understanding and set¬
tling his memories of childhood, family, and loss of
"this oblivious man/ with sweat opening at the cen¬
ter of his shirt, oh/ my brother running too fast
down the road to his death".
In "My Brother Running", McNair's style be¬
comes even more literal and emotional, and centers
around memories which are at once made of pain
and the happiest of moments. McNair writes,
That was the way

UMF Prof. Wesley McNair reads from new work
"My Brother Running".
Paige Brown photo.

my brother was, doing seventy
and smiling that shit-eating smile,
knowing the next day I'd be right
there with him, just as he knew that afternoon
twenty years later when I opened the door
to discover him, grown skinny from all
the running - knew that when he smiled
this time, I'd be unable to say
I'll never go or get into it,
but would take his hand he held out and go along
and get more deeply than ever into it.
"My Brother Running" jumps effortlessly from
memory to memory, and between time frames, giv¬
ing us glimpses of his childhood with an overbear¬
ing stepfather, unsympathetic mother, abandoning
father, and two brothers who never found comfort
or a sense of peace in the family. McNair, however,
remembers the happy, last six months with his
brother, watching the possibility of transcendence
for his brother glimmer:
It's a beautiful day
and on it he has come to tell me his new
secret: that he wants to get out of his marriage
to his wife, and his mother and father
and sister and brother-in-law, and the whole
death-dealing dan. I am so damned happy
he's driven all the way here to say this,
so glad I've got my brother back,
I feel like lifting the old
finger straight up just as Bobby used to, this time
to his hopeless other life.

Here laugh three of Paul Kuritz’s “ambassadors of the future”, first-year designers Benjamin
Struck, Eric Dachs and Katherine Caivano. Amanda Trottier ‘96, not pictured, joined the triumvi¬
rate as costume designer for the Mainstage production of “The White Plague”. These four individu¬
als have been under the direction of Theater professor Amy Trumpetter, termed the “central brain”
of the design team by Dachs. Technical innovations abound in the Schaeffer Theater with this new
wave of student designers: six video monitors, a 3-D sound field, and the use of improved sets and
costumes. This production is unique as well, Trottier notes, in that “the design aspects are becom¬
ing almost as important as the play itself.”
Paige Brown photo.

Ultimately, the poem must return to the present
to wrestle with Bobby's death and find a peaceful
place for the memories which inform "My Brother
Running". McNair's beautiful poem eulogizes with¬
out losing its bitter and desperate edge and without
sacrificing the painful and exposing narrative of of¬
ten unhappy memories. Through "My Brother Run¬
ning", Wesley McNair manages to finally reckon
with the need to let Bobby go, to run to the dark
place down the road, while he continues on with
managing the details of life growing alongside. He
writes, "And you, my brother,/ though I have built
the best house I can build for you/ to stop at last and
rest in, you go on running."
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A moment with our Idealist-in-Residence
By Sarah Gunn and
Grace Chen_
One seldom hears a performer
with the sensitivity and sagacity to
preserve the integrity of a musical
score. Frank Glazer is possessed of
this gift. He is able to transform the
subjective feelings of the composer
into the emotions of the audience, ac¬
complishing this feat with a mix of su¬
perb technique and noble humility.
Glazer demonstrated his abilities on
the October 14th with piano works by
Beethoven and Chopin. His perfor¬
mance will be followed by another re¬
cital this Friday, November 4th, fea¬
turing variations by Handel, Copland
and Brahms, and pieces by Chopin
and Beethoven. The concert series will
conclude with a program on February
10th, again focusing on compositions
by Chopin and Beethoven.
Frank Glazer grew up playing the
piano. "I was four years old - but I did
not have a regular piano teacher," he
remembered. "It was my sister who
first got me started. I think I tried to
imitate what she did, because we were
such good friends." Since that humble
beginning, Glazer has played many
venues - from Carnegie Hall in New
York City to Olin Arts Center at Bates
College, and from Broadway to base¬
ments in the French countryside.
"It isn't that I ever said 'I'm going
to be a pianist/" he recalled in a recent
interview. "At least, not in my young
years. In fact, I much preferred to play
baseball. There was one time, when I
was twelve, that I wanted to quit - and
the reason was, that I wasn't getting
anywhere. I don't know how a twelveyear-old knows that he isn't getting
anywhere. Well, my mother heard me
and told me, You're not going to
quit,' and I told her, Yes I am! I'm go¬
ing to be a ballplayer!" Fortunately,
Glazer was persuaded to audition for
a new teacher. "I first said, there are
two things I have to know: number
one, 'Is he old?' and number two,
'Does he hit?'" Ultimately, Glazer
gained a piano teacher and lost his
chance to play in the big leagues.
After several years of instruction,
Glazer was encouraged to study un¬
der the renowned pianist Artur
Schnabel. He explained that Schnabel
"put me on the road to developing as
a pianist, as a musician, along the lines

which were very compatible to me - to
my dream. In other words, I happen to
be an idealist, and Schnabel's teaching
was along those lines. He wanted to
be very deep, and very true to the
composer's idea...I was very fortunate
to study under him."

and I jolly well had to interpret," he
laughed. "I learned French quickly, on
the spot."
Throughout the war, Glazer often
thought of music: "I had written a
march that I was beginning to
instrumentate for band, and I was

Schnabel encouraged Glazer and
his contemporaries to avoid the com¬
mon practice of reinterpreting pieces
for performances. "When you do that,
you're hyphenating your name to that
of the composer you're playing," he
claimed. "Try to glean from the score
itself what the composer's trying to
get at, and keep yourself out of it!"
Glazer recalled a student who
complained that this approach would
force music to remain stagnant and
dull. He countered, 'Train your emo¬
tions and concepts according to what
you find in the music, instead of (in¬
tentionally) superimposing what you
think entirely on the music." He ex¬
plained, "No person could play the
same piece twice. His personality will
come out eventually."
After leaving Schnabel, Glazer be¬
gan composing and playing in concert
halls throughout the country. During
World War II, he stopped playing the
piano entirely, and instead worked for
the U.S. army as an interpreter during
Nazi occupation. "I was chosen," he
explained, "primarily because I spoke
German. But they sent me to France.
Well, I didn't speak French. But that
didn't matter. I was an interpreter,

thinking about the concept of piano
technique." Unfortunately, he rarely
found a chance to play. "If I found a
piano in a house, which we sometimes
did because the Germans often had
stolen pianos from the French
people's homes. I'd plav and plav.
When I found a piano, I'd always say,
'Oh, isn't this wonderful?"'
When asked if he missed playing
the piano during his three year assign¬
ment in France, he smiled. "I didn't
mind. You know why? You were ask¬
ing earlier if I always knew I wanted
to become a pianist. When you grow
up, you just do it because everyone
encouraged you to do it. I grew up
never having a break -1 never even
had a summer off - so I was just doing
it. I said to myself, during the war, If I
had a choice, would I ever have de¬
cided to work in an office, or teach in
a college?' Now I'm going to find that
out." Pausing, he continued, "And I
had almost three years to learn that
nothing could compare with playing
great music."
After the war, Glazer returned to
New York City and began job hunt¬
ing. "I took all kinds of work, as long
as they involved music," he recalled.

"I played on Broadway, coached sing¬
ers, played in chamber music groups.
... I wanted to learn piano technique,
from a rational point of view, so I be¬
came a piano technician. I tuned. I did
work on pianos for a number of years.
" His experiences as a piano tuner
paid off. "Once, I had to tune my own
piano for a concert at Carnegie Hall,
because the tuners were on strike."
Glazer taught at the Eastman
School of Music before coming to
Bates. In 1980, he became an artist-in¬
residence. "What I do," he explained,
"is occasionally play recitals." While
Glazer is not required to teach
courses, he guest lectures at music
courses taught by the faculty. He com¬
mented, "It's a very free arrangement,
which seems to work for me, and it
seems to work well for the college, too.
And when a thing works well for all
concerned, it's a happy situation."
When pressed about his views on
performance, Glazer explained that he
enjoys constructing programs which
challenge his audience. "One should
not," he cautioned, "play light, fluffy
things that are only for entertainment,
that have nothing to do structurally
with the first half of the program. In
other words, I don't yield to playing
just popular kinds of stuff." Glazer in¬
sisted that pieces chosen for perfor¬
mance should "be good music, first
rate, beyond criticism." He explained
that performances which feature only
difficult music tend to deter the Dublic
from really listening. "If s a matter of
reasonableness: what's the good of
having people come if you couldn't
communicate with them?" he asked.
"They couldn't get it. You have to
make yourself understandable. A per¬
former," he continued, "ought to play
music of our time: because if he
doesn't, who'll do it- and nothing will
be heard. It will go 'round and 'round,
and nothing will grow."
Frank Glazer's ability to translate
the innermost feelings of a composer
to the audience without engulfing the
piece with his own personality is in¬
deed a miracle. But where, he was
asked, did he find inspiration for his
playing? "Love," Glazer replied, "is
the beginning and the end and, like
the infinity of dots in a line, it is all
things in between."

/

Art examining the worker: Olin’s “Social Realism”
By Sarah K. Coulter
With the opening of the Bates Col¬
lege Museum of Art's winter season,
we have the rare pleasure of viewing
both Stephen Pace's paintings and a
wonderful new exhibit put together
with art works from Bates' very own
collection. Under the direction of Bill
Lowe, "Working America: Social Real¬
ism" presents a collection of prints
from the World War II era.
A new movement began to
emerge during the advent of the sec¬
ond world war. Many American art¬
ists began to adopt a very realistic, ex¬
pressive style to their art, depicting
ordinary people doing ordinary

things. The everyday American be¬
came the hero of their works, while
maintaining the integrity of the real¬
ism. The artist's style was based pri¬
marily on what was happening
around them in everyday situations.
Who were the American people dur¬
ing this time? What were the places in
which they lived and worked? "These
artists attempted to make a social log,
a recording of an event," says Genetta
McLean, director of the Bates College
Museum of Art.
Although many of the works are
worthy of appreciation, two artists
seem to come to mind immediately.
Daniel R. Celenano focused on very
ordinary scenes of the subways. Dark

sketches on dark paper emulate a
sense of the train running deep within
the underground tunnel. Passengers
wait in anticipation for tickets, while
others cross their weary legs and read
a newspaper. The people crowd to¬
gether to get from here to there, their
identity as shrouded as their destina¬
tion. A man walks by and throws
something away: we can almost hear
the trash can groan in response. The
social recording of the event gives
both life and energy, supplying the
viewer with a sense of heroism in ev¬
eryday, normal life.
A number of works by Erico
LeBrun line the walls of the lower gal¬
lery as well. His bold use of black lines

is offset with sweeping gray shadows
on starch white paper. This artist
tends to focus on capturing the
worker in the evolving industry. Tank
factories, iron works and so on are all
depicted in an almost sketch-like fash¬
ion. Composition plays a harmony
against the carefully composed mo¬
tions of the workers. He brings a feel¬
ing of beauty and simplicity to the
task at hand. Again, realism is
coupled with artistic expression.
The exhibit, as a whole, is very in¬
teresting and definitely worth a visit.
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A humdrum preformance by The Samples at Colby
But at least they’re there
phins, oceans, and rain) so far, before
they become quite wearisome. Musi¬
cally, it has become harder and harder
to distinguish one song from another.
The Samples, based in Boulder,
The winding, whimsical keyboard
recently released their fifth album, the
and the soft, rolling guitar riffs lose
ironically titled "Autopilot". As de¬
their substance with ev¬
fined, an autopilot is a
ery new song.
mechanism that auto¬
The eleven track
matically maintains a
[The Samples]
"Autopilot" contains few
preset course. It seems
have run into a
songs worth hearing
that this is just what
roadblock,
more than once. You can
The Samples have done
throw out such songs as
on their last three al¬
continually
"As Tears Fall", "Only To
bums - simply pushed a
diving into the
You", and "Who Am I?",
button, producing the
same old humdrum
shallow puddle of since they contain the
same subject matter and
music that first made
their lyrical
monotonous rhythms as
them popular among
repetoire.
most Samples songs be¬
college students in the
fore them. Not to be left
early 90's. Their first
out of the growing number of bands to
two albums, self-titled and "Under¬
dedicate a song to the late Cobain, the
water People", were refreshing both
Samples also offer their sympathies in
lyrically and musically. With such hits
"Weight Of The World", a light¬
as "My Town", "Feel Us Shakin", and
hearted testimony to the subject of sui¬
"Giants", you couldn't help but think
cide. Besides "Weight Of The World",
that these guys would make it big
the only other song worth checking
some day. But, now it seems as they
out is "Buffalo Herds and Wind¬
have run into a roadblock, continually
mills", which contains a guest appear¬
diving into the shallow puddle of their
ance
from the Dave Matthews Band
lyrical repertoire. You can only take
violinist
Boyd Tinsley. As a whole,
lyrics dealing with nature (i.e. dol¬

By Andy Knowlton_

bland, unsatisfactory, and lacking cre¬
"Autopilot", doesn't amount to much.
ativity.
To back up their new release, The
On an editorial note: Although
Samples' tour recently stopped by
The Samples' performance wasn't all
Colby College to do a gig. Opening up
that impressive, at least Colby was
for them was Carbon-14, a local band
able to get a band to play live. In fact,
out of Portland, who brought more
Toad the Wet Sprocket
enthusiasm and life to
will also play there on
the stage than the sup¬
AlthoughThe
December 3 of this year.
posed marquee attrac¬
That
makes two concerts
tion. As The Samples
Samples’
in one year. How many
took the stage in
performance
bands have we had this
Wadsworth Gymna¬
semester? None! How
sium in front of a re¬
wasn’t all that
many bands are we get¬
ported 1650 students,
impressive, at
ting this semester? None!
the crowd began to
least Golby was
I suppose Chase Hall
jostle (a weak form of
Committee
was too busy
moshing) without pur¬
able to get a band
planning their annual
pose, as infrequent con¬
to play live.
Halloween bash to even
cert goers seem to do at
get one band, any band,
every opportunity no
to play here at Bates. Come to think of
matter what the type of music. Play¬
it, I guess I would rather get dressed
ing behind a large screen, on which
up in a costume and then wait up to
images of country roads, swimming
thirty minutes in line to get a watereddolphins, and the Colby Campus were
down,
foam-filled beer, than see a live
projected, The Samples unemotionally
act.
To
make up for the lack of
ran through their playlist. The only
concert(s)
first semester, I hope C.H.C.
bright spot, was the back-to-back
can get someone really good next se¬
playing of "My Town" and "Under¬
mester . . . someone like Hendrix or
water People". Upon leaving the con¬
The Doors.
cert, one could compare the experi¬
ence to a typical Common's meal:

Love hurts in Portland Stage Company’s “The Illusion”
By Charlie Schroeder
"The Illusion" opened Tuesday at
the Portland Stage Company to a
packed house. The audience, eager to
be entertained, had difficulty concen¬
trating during the first thirty minutes
of this two and a half hour play. Shift-

Theater Review
ing in their seats and blowing their
runny noses, people whispered to one
another, "We can leave at intermis¬
sion." But as soon as these words were
uttered, the play found its momentum
and the spectators ceased their disrup¬
tive behavior and quickly fell into a
trance which continued until the very
end.
Directed by Greg Leamon, the ar¬
tistic director at Portland Stage since
1992, "The Illusion" examines the dys¬
functional nuclear family, the bridge
between fact and fantasy, and theater
itself. All three topics are modernized
here in Tony Kushner's ("Angels in
America") adaptation of Pierre
Corneille's seventeenth century play.
The emphasis of this 1988 transla¬
tion is on the dysfunctional family,
which is as topical as ever in 1994.
Portland Stage takes a somewhat pes¬
simistic view of the nuclear family
with this production. A father,
Pridamant (played by Frank Raiter),
searches for his son, whom he aban¬
doned as a youth. Hearing of the ma¬
gician Alcandre, Pridament visits his
cave with the intent of locating his
son. With the assistance of pyrotech¬
nics and sound effects, Alcandre con¬
jures up scenes of the lost son's life for
the old man to witness. Pridament
watches three "scenes" of his son,
which center around his continuing

pursuit of a young beauty played by
the wonderful Wendy Kaplan.
This
voyeurism
affords
Pridament the opportunity to watch
his son age from a love-sick juvenile
into an adulterous husband. He wit¬
nesses his son's maturation, and, in
essence, is given the chance to experi¬
ence all the paternal moments he
missed by abandoning the youth.
Alcandre states that "love which
seems real, is not at all. A rock is more
tangible, but love is more important to
the individual, it keeps us alive." Love
is both fantastical and painfully real
in "The Illusion." But the audience is
not left with a glossy, cute image of
love, but with the complicated reality
that love is full of contradiction, jeal¬
ousy, envy, and pain.
Ironically, the best example of the
reality of love exists between two
characters who
never speak,
Pridament and his son. Pridament
transforms from a callous father to a
sympathetic father, then back into a
callous father. Despite witnessing
many passages from his son's life,
Pridament
ultimately
leaves
Alcandre's den disgusted with his son
because of his career choice ... an ac¬
tor. All the love and concern he felt as
he watched his son is obliterated as
soon as his son disappoints him. He
states: "I don't like that choice. You
mean he acts romantic, dashing and
handsome, kills the enemy and then
holds his hand and takes a bow! I
don't like it, not one bit!"
Pridament does not accept his son
because he does not know his son.
Witnessing his son's life through a
crystal ball, if you will, distorts reality.
He sees only enough to empathize
with the image of his son, but when he
learns the reality of his son's life,
Pridament returns to his opening
opinion and callous attitude. True
love cannot be romanticized, because

"love hurts. Yeah-yeah. Love hurts."
Kushner and Leamon de-emphasize the "all's well that ends well"
theme that plagued drama of the early
seventeenth century. Rather, they em¬
phasize the reality of the "life sucks"
theme that dominates much drama of
the twentieth century. Gone are the
joyous reunions that accompany the
"ends well" motif. In place are the
questions that linger in the audience's
minds: "What is true love? Is long
term devotion possible?" One thing is
certain, love is less tangible than a

rock, but much more important.
Despite some silly plot twists,
"The Illusion" is worth the forty-five
minute drive to Portland.
Tickets are $15 for students and if
you call ahead on the day of the
desired show, cheaper seats may
be available. The Portland Stage
Company is located at 25 A Forest
Avenue (just off Congress St.land
their telephone number is 1-7740465.

SUGARLOAF/USA
94/95 COLLEGE
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FREE EXTRA CREDIT CARD!
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or Mount Snow/Haystack!
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DAVID KIRK
777-6754
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snowplaco of the east
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Black Crowes chart new sonic ground with “Amorica”
By Jon Wyman
The Black Crowes have outdone
themselves again. Just as "The South¬
ern Harmony and Musical Compan¬
ion" transcended the debut "Shake
Your Moneymaker", the new album,
"Amorica", proves that the Crowes,
once again, are not content to rest on
their laurels. Just one look at the al-

Music Review
bum cover shows that the Crowes are
fearless as ever: the listener is face-toface (so to speak) with a pelvis clad in
an American Flag bikini, complete
with wisps of pubic hair. So long as
the prospective listener isn't repulsed
by the cover art, they will embark with
the Black Crowes on an entirely new
musical experience.
The concept behind "Amorica," is
the Crowes' utopia: a place "north of
heaven and south of hell... a fearless
place." For all of the idealistic nature
behind the album, it seems ironic that
brothers Chris and Rich Robinson
came close to killing each other during
the making of the album. Unlike
"SHMC," which was recorded at a
breakneck, eight-day pace, "Amorica"
forced the brothers to spend six
months together in the studio, which
is obviously too long for the

Robinsons to spend together in a con¬
fined space. Ahh, sibling rivalry.
From the first notes of "Gone," the
album's opening cut, it is clear that the
Crowes are charting new sonic
ground. A Latin groove reminiscent of
the bridge in "Remedy" precedes
Robinson's riffing and Marc Ford's
tasty blues chops, but the song quickly
turns into a heavy-handed, repetitious
slugfest in the rhythm section. Fortu¬
nately, the radio-ready cut "A Con¬
spiracy" reaffirms the Crowes ability
to write songs. Anyone who has seen
the video will attest that the Black
Crowes, especially the lanky Chris
Robinson, have simply gotten
stranger. What was once a quirky, ec¬
centric stage presence has turned into
downright weirdness, that accompa- •
nies the trippy, wah-wah laced "A
Conspiracy" strangely well. Eddie
Harsch's organ tone is tremendous.
"High Head Blues" continues
with the Latin percussion leitmotif,
and incorporates a Credence-like
groove. Robinson's vocals are fantasti¬
cally non-sequitorial: "Sometimes I
have a ghetto in my mind . . . racing
with my age, sleeping with snakes."
The mellow groove is shattered when
the rhythm section enters at the cho¬
rus, which once again seems almost
too heavy, until the band reaches a
compromise at Ford's ever-tasteful
solo.
This "really-soft-to-reallyheavy" trend is furthered by the next

Maximize^

cut, "Cursed Diamond." Robinson's
"Wiser Times" provides a shift to
an almost countryish feel, with pedal
lyrics illustrate the band's infamous
drug habits all too clearly: "I scare
steel guitars (provided by Bruce
Kaphan of American Music Club),
myself, then I tell myself it all in my
slide dobro, tight vocal harmony, and
mind, and I let the poison go, 'cause I
that Black Crowes trademark, tension¬
always know it will be there for me."
building, ascending
"Nonfiction" has the
type of mid-tempo
song structure. "Down¬
town Money Waster" is
groove, complete with
What was
pure, undiluted blues
Robinson's whimsical
once a quirky,
for Robinson to flaw¬
poetry, some Knopfleresque Strat work from
lessly
weave his lines
eccentric stage
through ("you got a .38
Ford, and a cohesive
presence has
song structure, that
and your book of rev¬
elations/ I got a .44 and
makes the Crowes a
turned into
a load of temptation.")
band so sweet to listen to.
downright
telling tales of the
I defy you to listen to
weirdness.
the opening chords of
bands' collective de¬
bauchery. "Descend¬
"She Gave Good Sun¬
flower" and not think of
ing" provides a prefect
ending to the album, beginning with
the Stones' "Gimme Shelter." The
Rolling Stones comparison has been
an understated, yet emotional tone,
somewhat of an albatross to the Black
building up to the chorus: "curses and
Crowes, but they have clearly proven
clues, a feast for fools."
over the last four years that they're not
"Success has brought us one
just a tribute band, especially with the
thing," says Chris Robinson. "A bi¬
funky stomp of "P. 25 London," which
zarre sort of courage." This courage is
is unlike anything the band has ever
evident though out "Amorica," from
the fearless cover art to the charting of
done. Sonic textures enter as quickly
new musical territory. A word of cau¬
as they exit, all accompanied by some
nice slide guitar/harp duets. With the
tion to fans of "SHMC": "Amorica"
exception of the sitar in the opening
takes a little getting used to. But just
like that fabled favorite substance of
riff of "Ballad in Urgency," the song
seems like a disappointing rehash of
the Black Crowes, its better after the
"Sometime Salvation." Fortunately,
first time.
this is the bands only real retreat to
their illustrious past.
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Call today:

800/447-0254

Specializing in Art Deco and Art Nouveau
objects d'art • Art glass-American and Eu¬
ropean • Depression era glass • PotteryWeller, Rockwood, Roseville, etc. • Wide
array of table, floor, and hanging lamps •
Kitchen aids, baskets • Clothing and
accesories from 1890's-1950's • Wide selec¬
tion of jewelry.
Open seven days a week
10-5 Mon. thru Sat.,
Noon-5 Sunday
Open year-round

Courses at Bates Starting Soon!

TeG§edgleycPla ce
Country Inn Dining
by Reservation Only

“What I Really
Want to Do is
Teach”
You’re thrilled by different cultures - or maybe
you were raised in one. You’ve studied a foreign
language - or maybe your foreign language is
English. You’ve always appreciated the strength
of vivid communication through the written and
spoken word - or maybe you’ve only recently
understood its power. You sound like a Teacher
of English as a Second Language.

The Master of Arts in Teaching English
as a Second Language Program
♦ allows you to earn a masters degree in education and
prepares you for provisional and full certification in 14
months
♦ provides the option of a year-long internship in one of
several Greater Boston communities
♦ offers a scholarship to degree candidates seeking
certification while they student teach equal to nearly
one-third the cost of the program
♦ enhances your understanding of culture and its
impact on language acquisition

207-782-0638
AUBURN, MAINE

SIMMONS COLLEGE
GRADUATE

Give your heart
an extra helping.

STUDIES

Call or write today for information about this or our
graduate programs in teaching Special Needs or elementary,
middle, or high school.
(617) 521-2910
Simmons College, Office of Graduate Studies Admissions - A
300 The Fenway, Boston, MA 02115-5898

A Complete Five Course Dinner with
Four Entrees to Choose From
Moderately priced at $17.95 per person

it Works Wonders.

$12.95 Dinner Specials and
Vegetarian Dinners Always Available
5 1/2 MILES FROM CAMPUS
OFF ROUTE 202, GREENE, MAINE
207-946-5990
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Hip new movies demand hip new soundtracks
“Clerks”, “Love and a .45”, and “Pulp Fiction”
By Eric Mcintosh
Tis the season when movies start pouring in the
theaters like cheap beer through a funnel, and with most
of them a kip new marketing tool, uh l mean soundtrack
to accompany it. Soundtracks arena longer just a collec¬
tion of random songs stuck on album with the slogan
"Music from the Motion Picture..." slapped on it. Oh
no, no, no, today's soundtracks, especially those from
movies targeted at the current generation of hipsters, are
multimedia mix tapes with sound bites from the movie
and a collection of songs that can stand on it’s own with¬
out the connection to the film.
Of course a good soundtrack can often recall some
the best moments from a picture you really liked. With
all the choices and advertising out there, though, the un¬
suspecting consumer might be lured in to buying a
bunch of hype, or overlooking what might be a really
good mix tape already made. Well then, should you go
out and buy all the soundtracks you can lay your hands
on like some kind of crazed weasel, just hoping to find a
cool one by chance? No, of course not, silly shopper! So
with that in mind we here at The Bates Student have
decided to make life easier an you by saving you the time
and money of checking it all out on your own, (and by
the way your parents can thank us too when the Visa bill
is a little softer next month, eh?). Below are three good
examples of some of the hip new soundtracks to the hip
new movies "Pulp Fiction", "Clerks", and "Love and a
.45".

mate tribute to pop music - the hardcore cover. #12
"Leaders and Followers" - Bad Religion. As one of
the hardcore guru bands, the nice thing about this
song is that it proves that you definitely don't have
to sell out Just because you sign to a major record la¬
bel. "Leaders and Followers" is warning of the
O.O.C. consumerism in American society. #9
"Chewbacca" - Supernova. What says more about
the twenty somethings than Star Wars, eh? Only

.. crazy fun.
Other honorable mentions are "Who Was in
My Room Last Night", by The Butthole Surfers,
which definitely picks up the pace of the album
and then throws it out the window, as well as an
appearance by sextagenerian Johnny Cash - noth¬
ing's hipper than retro, kids.
The List of Performers: The Flaming Lips,
Meat Puppets, Mazzy Star, The Jesus and Mary

here will you get a groovy little song about
everybody's favorite wookie.
This is a fairly good album, but it's not without
it's warnings. Beware of the offerings from Corro¬
sion of Conformity, Soul Asylum, and Love Among
Freaks.
The List of Performers: Love Among Freaks,
Girls vs. Boys, Alice in Chains, Bash and Pop, Supernova, The Jesus Lizard, Golden Smog, Bad Religion,
Stabbing Westward, Corrosion of Conformity, Sea¬
weed, and Soul Asylum.

Chain, Kim Deal, Reverend Horton Heat, April's
Motel Room, FSK with David Lowry from Cracker,
Johnny Cash, The Butthole Surfers, Courtney and
Western, and Roger Miller.

Hard core “Clerks”
Brief Plot Summary: Made with practically no
cash at all, "Clerks" explores the lives and every¬
day adventures of two New Jersey convenience
store workers. The movie was inspired by the
writer/director's own experiences, and is shot en¬
tirely in black and white with a quick scene changestyle. This movie also did very well at Cannes, win¬
ning the Festival Arts Week prize as well as the
Filmmakers Trophy award at Sundance. There's
been a lot of hype over this movie as well, with a
big to-do about the rating of the film as the censors
wanted to bust the movie for it's sexual references
and give it a NC-17 rating, making it the only non¬
violent film to ever receive such a rating. Finally,
the film was labelled Restricted, with all the contro¬
versy sure to boost ticket sales. It's funny and enter¬
taining ... in a wallowing in the existentialism of
your generation kind of way. Starring Brian
O'Halloran and Jeff Anderson. Directed by Kevin
Smith.
The Soundtrack: This collection is predomi¬
nantly hardcore with a slight edge of metal. Again,
here we have film dialogue intermixed with the al¬
bum, with topics ranging from discussions about
sex, to bad Mexican accents, to an announcement
by one of the main characters the he showed up to
work on the wrong day. This album is a combina¬
tion of established hardcore and metal bands like
Bad Religion and Alice in Chains and new artists
like The Jesus Lizard, Seaweed, and Girls vs. Boys.
Oddly enough, 1 found this an enjoyable album to
listen to while studying, it keeps a constant beat
and with the dialogue from the movie it's a good cd
to play at party.
Best tracks: #3 "Kill the Sex Player" - Girls vs.
Boys. This is a great hew band. I saw them at
Lollapalooza this summer, "Kill the Sex Player" is
consistent with their live sound. If you like them al¬
ready you're sure to enjoy this song; if this is the
first time you're hearing them, it'sa good introduc¬
tion to a crazy cool new hardcore/punk/rock
band. #10 "Panic in Cicero" - The Jesus Lizard. This
hardcore band from Chicago is definitely worth
checking out. "Panic in Cicero" shakes with heavy
guitar and drums and rocks Into an extended drum
session towards the end. #17 "You Can Go Your
Own Way" - Seaweed, This song was of course
originally done by Lindsay Buckingham from
Fleetwood Mac, but it was never this cool before.
This is a great rendition in the tradition of the ulti¬

Energetic mellow - “.45”
Brief Plot Summary: Boy rebel without a clue
meets girl rebel without a clue, throw in some guns,
a lot of sex and violence, a pinch of romance, and
some bad guys with really big guns arid you've got.
. . "Natural Bom Killers" - no, "Kalifornia" - no,
"Love and a .45"! Lets's face folks you've seen this
movie before. Starring Gil Bellows and Renee
Zellwcged. Directed by G.M. Talkington.
The Soundtrack: This is probably the most
commercially viable alternative album of the three,
and probably the best. Unlike the previous two
soundtracks in this review there are no clever sound
bites, no comedic oratory, Just straight music all the
way through. The music here has an energetic mel¬
low to it and maintains a consistent feel. This one is
my favorite, in fact it's probably much better than
the movie that spawned it.
Best tracks: #2 "Animal" - Meat Puppets. Here's
an excellent new one from everyone's favorite
children's entertainer . . . that was a joke. With a
name like the Meat Puppets do you really think they
would be an entertainer for children? #3 "Ghost On
the Highway", jonesing for more Mazzy Star, say
you can't wait for the next album? Well then, here's
an opportunity to groove to some new Mazzy. And
a dreamy little ditty it is too. #4 "Come On" ♦ The
Jesus and Mary Chain. If there is such a thing as an
alternative supergroup, then The Jesus and Mary
Chain are it. This track is more of the melodic punkrock you're used to from them. Smile, you'll like it
#5 "Love Hurts" - Kim Deal and Bob Pollard. Now,
what good movie soundtrack would be complete
without a cover? Deal croons this one so smoothly
you might have trouble telling it from the original..

. “Pulp Fiction” oldies
Brief Plot Summary: Read last week's review
by Duncan White in The Bates Student!
Soundtrack: Quentin Tarantino continues his
tradition of co-producing the soundtrack album
and contributing sound bites and comedic ora¬
tory, a tradition that he started in "Reservoir
Dogs". This album is worth buying Just to have
John Travolta sneak into your headphones and to
talk to Samuel Jackson about cheeseburgers in
Europe. Excerpts are interspersed throughout the
soundtrack to give the album sort of the same dis¬
jointed feel as the movie. Musically, however,
most of this soundtrack comes off sounding the
like the oldies preset button on your parents car,
through an unfortunate new offering from Urge
Overkill, lots of fifties pop and some surf guitar.
Unfortunately, the album doesn't really achieve
the same level of interest as the movie, though
when it's the soundtrack to "Pulp Fiction'', those
are some big shoes to fill.
Best Tracks: #3 "jungle Boogie" - Kool and
the Gang; funk, funk, funk- shake your booty- uh
huh. #7 "Son of a Preacher Man" - Dusty Springfield; classic Dusty Springfield - always good to
hear this woman's voice, she was truly one of the
premiere voices of the sixties #11 "If Love is a Red
Dress" - Maria McKee. You might have heard
McKee on the huge benefit compilation for
Victoria Williams along with Pearl Jam, and Con¬
crete Blonde among others. I really hate to say it
but the word sass comes to mind when you listen
to her voice. "If Love is a Red Dress" is a great
song and typical McKee, with a country-folk feel.
Finally #9 Chuck Berry's 'lack Rabbit Slim Twist"
contest will have you recalling Travolta and
Thurman groovin' Out on the dance floor.
The list of performers includes: Dick Dale,
Kool and the Gang, Urge Overkill, Chuck Berry,
Dusty Springfield, The Tornadoes, AI Green, The
Centurians, Ricky Nelson, The Revels, and The
Lively Ones.
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Bullets Over Broadway

Mediocre Allen still better than average
By Joshua Vallee
I have so many stories and so little space. At any
rate, they - meaning that ethereal art section staff asked me to write a movie review for them, and I
only wanted to see one movie that was out in the

Movie Review
world, that being Woody Allen's new flick, "Bullets
Over Broadway". It turns out that the film hasn't
premiered in Maine yet, so a brief expedition to the
Nickelodeon in Boston's Kenmore Square was an
inconvenient necessity to actualize this review. My
rationale is that just as one might hike the Himalayas
for the Dali Lama, and just as one might travel the
world wide to follow, say, the Grateful Dead, a two
and a half hour drive to Massachusetts for Woody
Allen, doubtlessly America's greatest living film¬
maker, seems tame, and at very least justified.
Allen's latest film, his 24th directorial credit, fol¬
lows in the footsteps of his last movie, "Manhattan
Murder Mystery", in that its basic premise relies less
on the intricate characterizations of his earlier films,
but on complexity of plot and an overall moral
schema, in order to achieve his artistic vision. The
film, set in the 1920's, more or less follows the saga
of a playwright David (capably played by John
Cusack) in his endeavor to have his play produced,
but not compromised. As it turns out, the only finan¬
cial backer he can find for his play is a mob boss,
whose condition for bankrolling the production is
that David include his girlfriend, an irritating
showgirl named Olive.
David is hesitant, but realizes that he has no
choice, and fits Olive (played by Jennifer Tilly) into
a relatively small role. He didn't realize, though, that
her apish bodyguard Cheech would be attending
every rehearsal. As the play progresses, it becomes
apparent that Olive is an appalling actress, and
threatens to ruin the play. The rest of the cast, how¬
ever, seem more or less content, until problems in
the script arise. Even the bodyguard Cheech begins
raising his objections to the play, and it eventually
becomes apparent that he possesses the artistic
touch that the play needs.
An early scene in the movie finds Rob Reiner
delivering, more or less, a speech as to the value of
art. He poses a scenario wherein a burning building
is presented and inside are the last copies of the
works of Shakespeare and an anonymous human
being. Which should one save? He argues for the
book, and the movie takes this fundamental ques¬
tion on as its central problem.
Certainly, Allen's protagonist wonders what his
art worth to him? Originally, iTs all that David finds
important. Whenever his vision is tampered with, he
passionately objects, calling himself a whore and a
sell-out. He begins to realize that his work of art is an
entity unto itself, changing and growing without his
input or control. Cheech metamophoses into the tru¬
est form of an artist, who will do anything for the
sake of his creation, as he resorts to murder, and
even ultimately dies for the production.

Obviously, "Bullets Over Broadway" treats it¬
self to a fair amount of self-analysis. Woody Allen
has always used the silver screen as a canvas for his
own philosophical dilemmas, and this is no differ¬
ent. In this film, Allen seems to be trying to gain a
certain amount of sympathy for the plight of the art¬
ist, casting him as the victim. Perhaps Allen maneu¬
vers in a shameless fashion, but we find ourselves
understanding the artist's dilemma: that he is pitted
against unreasonable standards of self-imposed mo¬
rality that can only lead to failure.
Allen seems to be contradicting Reiner's earlier
lines, saying that art is somehow inhumane, like
some rampant monster that consumes those that cre¬
ate it. Perhaps one might even glean that Allen feels
art isn't a useful mode of expression, as it can only
become tainted and twisted, sacrificing the purity of
the human behind it. On the other hand, he might
only be critiqueing the art community machine, and
its manner of sending artists through the wringer.
Here is where Allen's movies succeed; they refuse to
let the viewer passively treat them, instead evoking
interpretation, criticism, and dialogue.
I suppose it makes some sort of sense to treat
this thing as a bit of entertainment as well, so... truth
be told, "Bullets Over Broadway" is a little slow go¬
ing, though well made. As a comedy, it fails. It just
isn't that funny often enough. At times, one can see
Cusack painfully trying to act as a surrogate Woody
Allen in the role, originally written for Allen, now
too old to play it due to his advanced age. On the
other hand, there are fine comedic performances
from Chazz Palmenteri as Cheech and, of all people,
Tracy Ullman as an actress in David's play.
At any rate, what ultimately makes this film
worth seeing is that honestly, thoughtful films are
few and far between these days. "Pulp Fiction" is
wonderful, to be sure, but the drop-off is great from
there. Woody Allen, as always, has assembled a fine
piece of intellectually engaging cinema. His peers
these days are probably limited to Spike Lee, Martin
Scorsese, and a couple new of filmmakers such as
Quentin Tarentino, and Whit Stillman, but none
have as vast a catalogue of credentials nor such a
wonderful feel for the genre as a whole. Even an av¬
erage Allen film is worthwhile, and so goes "Bullets
Over Broadway".
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IMPACT

500 Main Street, Lewiston, ME 04240

786-0089
Tanning available!!
All Bates Students Always
15% Off

You’re Gonna Love The Attention You Get At
Friendly’s New Carry Out Window.
Why? Because we're getting carried away ourselves. With faster, friendlier service and
convenient new facilities that you’re sure to love. So stop by our new carry out window
and get a little carried away yourself.

when you, purchase another Original Sundae
at regular price.

when you purchase another Ice Cream Cone
at regular price.

Original Sundae includes three big scoops of
your favorite Friendly %'s ice cream.

A single scoop of your favorite Friendly %’s ice
cream on a delicious cone.

This coupon cannot be used with any other discount or promotional otter.
Only one coupon per item per visit.'Tax additional where applicable.
Available at carry-out only.

This coupon cannot be used with any other discount or promotional otter.
Only one coupon per item per visit ‘Tax additional where applicable.
Available at carry-out only.

OFFER VALID
UNTIL NOVEMBER 30,1994
Sabattus Street. Lewiston

QjfciencUty's

OFFER VALID
UNTIL NOVEMBER 30,1994
Sabattus Street. Lewiston

Qjfciendfy's

Arts
Calendar
Exhibit: Presenting some of the most cel¬
ebrated artists in European art history, as well
as American contemporary art, "Art's Lament;
Creativity in the Face of Death" will open at die
Bowdoin College Museum of Art on Novem¬
ber 3rd and continue through December 23rd.
The exhibit features riveting images which en¬
gage viewers in the artistic response to epi¬
demic catastrophe across a span of 650 years.
Theater Performance: Disillusioned by all the
schmaltzy D-day hype from this summer? See
the theater department's own distinctive com¬
memoration of World War II: a staging of Karel
Capek's 1937 drama, "The White Plague." The
play, which attempts to recreate the dark days
when Nazism was rising, is transposed from
an unnamed European country in 1937 to the
United States in 2020. The play will run No¬
vember 4th-6th and 11 th-13th, Fridays and Sat¬
urdays at 8 p.m. and 2 p.m. on Sunday.
Lecture: Author Nina Mcnendez, a faculty
member at the University of Florida, discusses
"Gender and Sexuality: Cuban Women Fiction
Writers" in Chase Hall Loungeat 4:15 p.m. No¬
vember 7th, as a part of Latino Heritage
Month. Free.
Concert; On November 8th, the Bates Noon¬
day Concert Series presents a selection of
works by Bach and Telemann performed on
baroque flute and harpsichord by Anthony
Alien, a member of the Portland Early Music
Consort, and Mark Howard, Bates music ad¬
ministrator. Free in the Olin Arts Center Con¬
cert Hall. It's not at noon, though, it's at 12:30.
FHnu "Frida Naturaleza Vida", the story of
famed Mexican artist Frida Kahlo, will be
screened free November 9th at 8:00 p.m. in
Carnegie Science Hall Rm. 204. Dialogue in
Spanish with English subtitles.
lecture: AIDS educator Michael Querico, rec¬
ognized as one of 53 "Faces of Hope" at Presi¬
dent Clinton's inauguration, discusses his ex¬
periences living with the HIV virus. Free at
Chase Hall Lounge, 8:00 pan., November 10th.
Exhibit: "Intimate Observations" a group
show of contemporary painters, is on display
at Maine College of Art's Baxter Gallery, 619
Congress St., Portland. This exhibition ex¬
plores how the artists use scale and subject
matter. An opening reception will take place
on Thursday, November 10th at 7p.m. The
show will continue through December 11th
and is free and open to the public Tuesday
through Sunday 11 a.m.-4 p.m. and Thursdays
from 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Lecture: Hilliard T. Goldfarb will deliver a
slide lecture, "Art's Lament: Some Personal
and Historical Reflections," on Thursday, No¬
vember 10th, at 7:30 p.m. in Kresge Audito¬
rium at Bowdoin College. Goldfarb is the chief
curator at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Mu¬
seum in Boston, and is responsible for the orga¬
nization of the exhibition and the author of the
catalogue.
Lecture: On November 11th, Leslie Hill, Politi¬
cal Science professor at Bates, present a brief
and informal talk on "Configurations of Race
in American Public Policy" as a part of the Fri¬
day afternoon lecture series "Benjamin Mays:
the Relevance of Values, Traditions and Insti¬
tutions in the Making of Public Policy." The
event, held in the Muskie Archives at 4:15 p.m,
is free.
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Bowdoin provides foil for frustration
Women’s soccer looks for revenge in semifinals of ECAC tournament while football prepares
for best opportunity of season to snap 29-game loss streak Saturday at Bowdoin

Runners snatch second
place at NESCAC meet
By Jason Schauble
At the NESCAC championships
this weekend, the Bates men's cross
country team provided a season high¬
light with a 2nd place team finish,

Men’s Cross Country

Bates’ leading-scorer Becky Morgan ’95 works her magic in the open field
in the team’s triumph at home against Babson.
Barney Beal photo.

Bobcats stomp Babson;
zip to semifinal rematch
By Jason Schauble
So the women's
Mni|BBP| soccer team took the
UfiUiiKfl field on Saturday af¬
ternoon and their magical seven-game
win streak was gone — just a pleasant
vision that was rudely disturbed ear-

Women’s Soccer
Her in the week by a tough Bowdoin
squad. The two teams had come into
the game with identical records and
had exited the crossroads of their re¬
spective seasons headed in different
directions. The momentum was gone.
Postseason hopes were in a tailspin,
and only a convincing victory at home
over a rival Colby squad could revive
the hope to repeat last year's trip to
the big dance of Division III powers.
Bowdoin had outhit the Bobcats and
exhausted their resources, and an¬
other physical team was looking to
test them.
Colby, a hard-working but nomi¬
nally skilled squad, then furthered the
Bobcats' frustration by slipping away

with a 2-1 win. What was the team to
do? "We just didn't play with the
same level of intensity or passion that
typified our performances earlier in
the season," said Coach Jim Murphy.
"After Becky [Morgan] scored early in
the game, we didn't capitalize like we
usually do and step the intensity up a
level." Morgan '95, the team's leading
scorer with 11 goals on the season, hit
again 3:15 into the game on a rebound
from a Kelly Danehy '96 shot. The
team played well enough to stay in the
lead for the rest of the first half, but in
those crucial ten minutes at the begin¬
ning of the second half where the out¬
come of the game is usually decided,
the Bobcats let the White Mules back
into the game and Colby scored ninety
seconds into the half to tie the contest.
The winning goal was question¬
able for Colby, but when it occurred
there was still sufficient time for a
comeback. "We just couldn't mentally
get back into the game," noted Ellen
Sampson '95. "Colby is always a chal¬
lenge because of the rivalry, but when
you compound our mental breakContinued onPage 23, Column 1

vaulting them into the 4th place in the
New England Division III coaches
polls. The top five runners finished
with their best spread of the season as
all runners finished within 55 seconds
of Bates leader Tony Sprague '98 (8th
place overall with a time of 27:56 in
the 5 mile course). "It was their best
race all season, " remarked Coach
Walter Slovenski. "It was also one of
my own personal coaching highlights
of my career. This team excited me
greatly with their effort and I was
happy that they surprised so many
people."
A mere second behind Sprague
came Justin Freeman '98 (9th place
overall), giving the Bobcats a tandem
of leaders to set the pace for the others.
Schuyler Fairfield '95, a consistent
performer throughout the year, fin¬
ished 21st with a time of 28:23, and he
was followed by Sean Galipeau '96
(25th) and Steven Beardsley '97 (35th).
Slovenski commented, "Galipeau ran
a sparkling race, and he and Beardsley
both were integral parts of our team
effort. Since we only beat third-place
Tufts University by four points, any
difference in seconds could have
spelled the difference in the stand¬
ings."
Williams College clearly ran away
with the meet, finishing first with a
mere 19 points. They had the top two
finishers, the fourth, fifth, and the sev¬
enth in the race and Bates finished in
second place with 98 points. Tufts
scored a 102 and Bowdoin College
wasn't far behind in fourth place with
109. This surorisine finish bv the Bob-

cats paves the way for a possible
NCAA team berth as their regular sea¬
son record stands at 17-5 going into
the NCAA regional qualifying meet.
However, in order to accomplish this
they must knock off two of the three
teams currently ahead of them in the
polls — MIT, Brandeis University and
Williams.
"Sure this will be quite a chore, "
noted captain Rob Reilly '95, "but we
surprised a lot of people this weekend
with our first victories of the season
over such teams as Bowdoin and
Tufts, and we are reaching our peak.
As a team we are focused and willing
to go that extra mile in preparation."
The team will miss the ECAC tourna¬
ment in order to rest and prepare for
the regional meet, but their absence
will not have a negative impact on the
polls.
In the NCAA regional qualifier,
the top two teams win a trip to the
NCAA Division III championships as
a team (all seven players will go and
compete) and the next six best indi¬
vidual runners not on those teams are
also able to compete in the champion¬
ships. While Slovenski knows his
team will run with the team in mind
and not individual success, he does
acknowledge that some of his better
runners have a good chance at quali¬
fying as individuals if the team isn't
able to pull of a paramount upset.
First-years Sprague and Freeman fin¬
ished eighth and ninth, respectively,
in the NESCAC championships and if
you eliminate the Williams finishers,
they would move up into the third
and fourth slots. Granted, this meet
wasn't as big as the regional qualify¬
ing meet will be, but their strong fin¬
ishes late in the season have made
Slovenski proud and could translate
into an opportunity to make it to the
championships. And to think that he
Continued on Page 23, Column 1

Seniors Rob Riley and Schuiyer Fairfield have led a young cross-country
team to the promised land.
Barney Beal photo.
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Is salvation on the horizon?
Marchildon hopes to help avoid ignominy of being member of first winless football class in Bates history
By Jason Schauble
At 5'9" and 195 pounds, Scott
Marchildon '95 would not be easily
identifiable on most college campuses
as a varsity football player. He doesn't
walk with a trademark swagger; he
doesn't eat six meals a day; and he
Sports Feature
doesn't impose his will on those less
physically gifted. The pride of
Hanover, Maine, doesn't even talk up
a serious game, yet he manages to sus¬
tain a reputation among his peers as a
hard worker and a responsible person
— someone who holds himself ac¬
countable for his actions.
When Marchildon has donned his
helmet and pads each fall for the past
three years of Bobcat football, how¬
ever, he has also donned the responsi¬
bility of leading a defense that is often
criticized and has had more new faces
in three years than the any other team
on campus. He takes this responsibil¬
ity seriously when he lines up each
play at defensive end and faces often
bigger and more talented players from
NESCAC schools that have taken the
drubbing of Bobcat football to be a tra¬
dition of sorts. You see, although
Scott has yet to win a football game at
Bates College, he has yet to lose sight
of his love for the game and for his
role in this program's development.
"I was bom into a football family
and I have always loved the game. My
father played for the University of
Wisconsin and the University of
Maine and my brother also plays,"
notes Marchildon. "So when I line up
against a 6'3", 250 pound tackle from
Williams, it's not like I'm alone and
have no experience to draw upon.
They are with me in a way and I am
determined to apply some of the
knowledge I've gained through play¬
ing and learning the game to giving
that guy the hardest time I can."
Marchildon is a quick player and
a player who spends a great portion of
his offseason in the weight room.
"He's a great preparer, " said his
coach for the last three seasons at
Bates, Rick Pardy. "Some players look
at the offseason as time to relax and
they come back weaker. Scottie al¬
ways has come back stronger and in
top physical shape. I've never had an
occasion to question his work ethic —
he makes sure that during every sea¬
son he is realizing his potential physi¬
cally. He knows that he can't deter¬
mine who he's going to be playing
with or against, but he does know
how to make the best of his own op¬
portunities."
A sociology major, Scott also
stresses team communication and
pulls for those around him. He under¬
stands group dynamics, a skill that he
hopes will help him in the future in
business, but he now utilizes his
knowledge on the playing field.
Coach Pardy noted, "He cares about
the people around him and is able to
see the big picture of this program. He
is helpful in guiding the younger play¬
ers and is more than just a guy who
has a burning desire to win. I like to
see him as defining the difference be¬

the holes these tailbacks run through.
tween a companion and a good friend.
Scott
must help coordinate the skills
A companion tells you what you want
and
tendencies
of a mixed group of
to hear, but you don't know if he'll
veterans
and
novices,
and must lead
back you up when things go bad. A
both
with
words
and
by
example.
good friend tells you what you need to
"Scottie
is
one
of
the
smartest de¬
hear, makes you a better person be¬
fensive players we have and he has an
cause of it, and leaves no doubt in
uncanny ability to see holes in the of¬
your mind that he'll be there for you."
fensive line forming," noted Pardy.
Sure, communication is important on
"He is able to rec¬
every team, but this
COLBY 28-6
ognize the running
emphasis on com¬
backs' tendencies
munication gains
Bates Wesleyan
from the other side
further significance
of the ball and help
when you consider First Downs.10 26
Rushes-Yards.30-87 42-182
set our defense to
Marchildon's place Passing Yards.114 342
contain him. His
on the field.
Return Yards.124 42
role is to set up the
At defensive Passes.11-36-1 17-34-1
linebackers and
end, his role is to Punts-yds.9-277 4-146
players
behind
block off the oppos¬ Fumbles-lost.0-0 0-0
him, and this is not
ing team's offensive Penalties-yards.5-35 11-99
often readily ap¬
line and free up Total Offense.162 493
parent as most
Bobcat linebackers.
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
people think that
He is not necessar¬
RUSHING-B, Herring 9-27, McGrail
the people closest
ily there to make 9-23. C, Smith 15-63, Rainey 8-59.
to the ball are
many tackles. Bates PASSING- B, Hooley 11-36-1-114.
those who should
has quality line¬ C, Mannering 17-33-0-332.
make the tackles
backers like Mike RECEIVING- B, Peduto 2-10,
on running plays."
Holte '97 and fellow Bowden 4-58, Potamis 2-7,
But Scott has ex¬
senior captain Phil C, Nardini 5-86, Morrisey 3-111,
Rainey
3-61.
perience
as a run¬
Pettis to make those
ning
back,
and it is
tackles. Scott uti¬
often
helpful
to
lizes his athletic
him
because
he
is
able
to
recognize
ability and strength to combat the
the opposition's offensive strategy
lineman from teams like Williams and
and help his team make the play. He
Amherst, and while the defensive line
made all-conference in high school as
is often criticized when an opponent
a fullback and a linebacker, and he
rolls up hundreds of rushing yards, it
rushed for 1500 yards in his three
is often the mental breakdowns in
years as a starter there. In his first
coverage and inexperience that lead to

year at Bates, Marchildon played spar¬
ingly at fullback and safety, and he
knows what it looks like on the other
side of the ball. However, during his
sophomore season coach Pardy asked
him to play defensive end, and he has
been a fixture ever since.
Does he miss offense? "Not re¬
ally," answered Marchildon. "I'm an
aggressive player and while I enjoyed
being a blocking back and carrying the
ball on short yardage situations in the
past, defense is definitely more suited
for me. I'd rather be a stopper and a
container."
In his four years at Bates, Scott has
seen a truckload of new faces, both on
the coaching staff and on the team ros¬
ter. He entered this final season with
only five other seniors to support him,
and he leads a team that has more than
seventy-percent of its players in their
first two years of college football. "I
know it has been hard on the senior
class," noted Pardy. "They have been
through a lot of changes and they
don't have much to work with in terms
of experienced players. It's a difficult
place to be for them because with two
games left, they also haven't won a
game and could be the first class of
football players to graduate from Bates
without a win in their time here. This
difficulty is compounded by the fact
that when football ends this season
they will, in all likelihood, never play
again. You can always play soccer in
some league after college or play bas¬
ketball, you can play almost every
other sport after graduation, but the
last time you take those pads off, they
stay off. The competition ends there
after your last game, a brand of com¬
petition that just can't be duplicated by
pick-up touch football games with
your buddies from work."
In their last two games, the Bob¬
cats face two teams that can be de¬
feated with the proper mixture of ef¬
fort, efficiency and luck. The mental
errors that have plagued the team re¬
cently are explainable, but just because
they are so doesn't mean that they can
be easily prevented. "Everyone has a
responsibility on defense," said
Marchildon, "so it is easy to pinpoint
breakdowns at this point. We have
been hurt by long plays...plays where
the other team floods the defensive
zone with receivers, and the team as a
whole has to learn how to deal with
chaotic situations. The more games
these players play in, the better they
will be able to match up and stop the
opposition. We are one of the physi¬
cally strongest teams in the conference,
and our size relative to other NESCAC
schools has improved, leaving inexpe¬
rience as the key to our losses."
Offensively, Coach Pardy points
out similiar breakdowns that just seem
to occur at key junctures in the games
when the pressure is the greatest. 'The
players will learn the correct way to
deal with a situation much like they
learn anything else: through trial and
error. You can't just assume they will
react like proven veterans until they
have had a chance to make a few mis¬
takes and learn from them."
Bowdoin is a great opportunity for
the squad. They won a single game
Continued on Page 21, Column 1
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Continued from Page 20, Column 4
against Tufts the week after Bates
played Tufts, and this was the game
that Coach Pardy noted, "We out-hit a
team for the first time since I've been
a coach." Bates knocked four of Tufts
players out of the game, and this
banged-up Jumbos team went out and
dropped one to Bowdoin. But when
you consider that they lost all of their
other games, you have to realize that
many of them were close, and they
lost to 3-3 Hamilton on the last series
of the game. They should've beaten
them. They were ahead the entire
game until the last minute. And
Hamilton beat Trinity this year. Con¬
fused yet? Remember Trinity? The
team that embarrassed us 71-0 to open
last season. Well, theoretically
Bowdoin beat them. So they aren't re¬
ally awful, it just looks like we could
give them a run for their money.
The scouting report says Bowdoin
is strong defensively against the run,

but their secondary is young and sus¬
pect because of inexperience. This
means Bates matches up well because
our running game is also suspect, but
our passing game can be dangerous
provided Hooley shows up and pro¬
vides another gem like he did against
Wesleyan. If he can pitch for 300-plus
yards and another four touchdowns,
the game will be one to remember —
our strength versus their weakness.
"Everyone's excited," noted Pardy,
"It's been a difficult two weeks facing
some of the tougher teams in our
league in Middlebury and Colby, but
we have shown signs of good things to
come and everyone is focused and ag¬
gressively attacking."
What does Scottie see these last
two games as? "A time to make a state¬
ment. I'd like to go out with a win and
I know that everyone is on the same
page at this moment. Morale is high.
Sure, we've let up some big plays and
they have been frustrating, but we're
competing with teams now and since

A Colby defender and wide receiver Chris Peduto ’95 battle for a pass in
the endzone in last weekend’s contest.
Alex Hahn photo.
it's obvious we aren't going to get
many breaks, the first victory of this
program will be all the more sweet

because of all the work that has gone
into it."
The statement has been made.

Babson dunked; Bowdoin next
Continued from page 19, Column2

Cara lacobucci ’95 stares down an opponent during a face-off in a 1-0 loss
to NESCAC power Colby.
Alex Hahn photo.

Sticksters wrap up 3-8-1
season with two 1-0 losses
By Jason Schauble_
With back-to-back weekend 1-0
losses to Colby College and Elms Col¬
lege, the women's field hockey team
wrapped up a frustrating 3-8-1 season
Field Hockey
and said good-bye to five seniors who
deserved a better send-off. Both
games were close, as they have been
all season, and again the better team
didn't come out on top. In the Bobcats
game Sunday, Elms College managed
a mere 4 shots in the second half, but
one of them was the winning goal.
"We've lost our last three games
1-0 on second-half goals, including the
game to USM (October 25) when they
scored with 13 seconds left to win,"
remarked Coach Sherry Deschaine.
"We will play a better game statisti¬
cally and give a great effort only to
wind up losing." Deschaine points out
that the league is just getting better,
too, and that most of the teams in the
NESCAC made it to postseason tour¬
naments.
"While we have a good base to
build on in the future, it will be sad to
send off such quality seniors as Betsy
Bennett, a four year starter in goal for

us," noted Deschaine. Bennet kept the
team in a lot of games by saving 90% of
the shots she faced, and when you con¬
sider that eight of the team's games
were decided by a single goal or re¬
sulted in a tie, Bennett deserves further
recognition for keeping the Bobcats in
a lot of games against top competition.
How has the team dealt with this
season? Shilo Hutchins '96 noted, "In a
society where success is measured by
wins and losses, it is hard not to get
down on yourself after losing close
games. However, it says a lot about a
team when they can come out after a
close loss and still give a great effort in
the next contest." The team presented
a unified front this year, and although
it may have hurt them to concentrate
more on the defensive end, they were
a skilled team and they did give many
an opponent a very tough game.
"In the three years I've played I
think this team was the strongest and
most cohesive," continued Hutchins.
"That should tell you what our league
is like. The returning players look to
next year as an opportunity to capital¬
ize on those close games and translate
those unfortunate 1-0 losses into
wins." The team managed a mere 15
Continued on Page 23, Column 3

downs with the fact that they really
got psyched up to beat us, our loss is
explainable." The loss earned them a
trip to the ECAC tournament, but
there was some satisfaction to be
gained in the learning that Bowdoin
had also been eliminated from NCAA
consideration after losing to
Wesleyan, and that they might have a
chance to face them again.
In the team's first round match
against Babson, the elements played a
role in the first half as wind and rain
tampered with the field and the ball.
Several opportunities by both teams
were thwarted by miskicked balls
and fine defensive plays in the swirl¬
ing wind. As the stormy weather died
down and the team took the field in
the second half, the Bobcat seniors
recognized the urgency of their situa¬
tion and took control. Defensively,
the team clamped down on Babson
and allowed just three shots in the
entire half as the offense created a
storm of its own.
Early in the second half Jodi
Kopke '96 played a through ball to
first-year striker Lindsay Anderson
and she scuffled with the Babson
goalie before winning the ball in the
penalty box and attempting a shot.
The shot was deflected back to her

and she then spotted Jen Tiner '95 at
the penalty spot and passed her the
ball, which Tiner promptly swatted
into the back of the goal.
The momentum shift was notice¬
able, and the team responded by kick¬
ing their intensity level up a notch.
Babson answered with a goal, but
Tiner quickly put the team ahead 2-1
on a three-on-one breakaway by hit¬
ting a beautiful shot into the right side
of the net after faking a pass to one of
her open teammates. Kim Walker '98
scored later to put the nail in the cof¬
fin, but the game was effectively over
when Tiner decided to exert her influ¬
ence. "It was by far the best game she
played this season," said Murphy.
"With the season on the line she
stepped up her play and it picked ev¬
eryone else up, too."
So the team goes into this
Saturday's rematch with Bowdoin a
little more confident than they were
the first time and they look to make it
to the finals of the ECAC tournament.
"We've looked at the mistakes we
made in the first game on videotape
and we're ready to play them again,"
said Murphy.
Sampson put it more bluntly. "We
have a great advantage because they
know how good we are and they've
got to be afraid. We gave them a great
game last week and now they are go¬
ing to see us at our best."

food Qrog - good Himes
Since 1969
-

97 Ash Street
Lewiston, ME 04240
783-0668

Music Sat. Nites
This week - Drugstore
Cowboys
playing a wide variety
of music

S4LQQN
At No Tomatoes
Thursday Nights
99 Cent Pints and Loud Music
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Kickers tie Colby in
OT; post 5-5-4 record
wanted to have a successful season,"
said Breck Taber '96. "It was more like
a roller coaster. It's tough with that
According to Coach George
many overtimes."
Purgavie, last Saturday's 1-1 tie in
One overtime game that proved
overtime against Colby was a perfect
especially rewarding was against
end to the men's soccer season. "I
Bowdoin. "We were down 1-0 and
would say that it was a very fitting
came back in overtime to win 2-1,"
end to the season. We are a team with
said Ladieu.
"Winning against
a 5-5-4 record. There were 9 overtime
Bowdoin is always a big win. The fact
games. That's simply unbelievable."
that it was in overtime was just a bo¬
nus. We physically pushed them off
the ball when it mattered. They left
Men s Soccer
that game bruised mentally and
physically."
The tie with Colby came after
Purgavie believes that the number
Zach Rowles '96 scored his first goal of
of overtime games is actually an indi¬
the season and of his illustrious career,
cator as to how good the team is. "We
only to be answered by a header later
played a tough schedule this year
in the game from Colby. "After they
against top teams. We are a good
scored, we knew it was time to get an¬
team. Hopefully next year these over¬
other goal," said Kyle Darling '96.
time losses and ties will go our way
"During the overtime period, we just
and translate into wins," said
tried to play the way we did most of
Purgavie. "We are going to miss Jay
the game and not stress out because
[Ladieu] next year but he is the only
we couldn't plug it in."
player we are losing."
The dominant defen¬
Next year should
sive strategies of the two
prove
successful with
“Winning against
teams during overtime ul¬
ten returning players
timately resulted in the Bowdoin is always and many first-year ad¬
tie. "Both teams played
big...they left the ditions. Matt Ferrigno
solidly. It was a typical
'98, a striker best re¬
game bruised
Bates-Colby game: there
membered for his gamewas no quarter given. It
mentally and
tying goal early in the
was a dogfight the whole
season
against
physically”
way," added Jay Ladieu
Middlebury in (what
-Jay Ladieu '95
'95.
else!) overtime, suffered
The number of over¬
a broken ankle in the
time games this season
University of New
has not gone unnoticed by the players.
Hampshire game, but next season he
"In minutes, we have played three ex¬
will be back to his volatile scoring
tra games. It's pretty exhausting,"
ways along with center midfielder
commented Rowles. "The overtimes
Tom Murray '97, a player who spent
did give us extra practice in such a
part of the season nursing a sprained
situation and did prepared us men¬
knee.
tally, but if I could do it over again, I
"Our team is not made up of a few
wouldn't wish for nine overtimes."
superstars," concluded Purgaive.
Going into the season, most of the
"We are a team composed of a lot of
players just hoped to play well. "We
good players."

By Becky Steer

Trisha Shepard ‘95, the Bobcats kill leader from her front position, goes up
for a spike in Thursday action.
Barney Beal photo.

Setters falter in NESCAC
tourney, still retain ranking
By Lauren Cardonsky
This past weekend the women's
volleyball team competed in th£
NESCAC championships. Coach
Marsha Graef described the tourna¬
ment as "one of the best weekends of
Volleyball
volleyball we have played." The tour¬
nament began with pool play where
Bates took on Hamilton College and
then Williams College. Bates beat
Hamilton and lost to Williams in a
tight three-game match. This perfor¬
mance was good enough for Bates to
advance to the playoff round where
they faced Tufts University in the
quarterfinals. The Tufts crowd is
known for their loud and obnoxious
behavior, which meant that Bates had
to overcome the Tufts fans as well as
their players. Bates lost the first game
7-15 after being down 2-10. Bates then
went on to win the second game 15-12.
This quieted the crowd and Bates cap¬
tured the third game with a score of
15-3.
In the semi-finals they met
Hamilton once again. In a tight match
Hamilton came out ahead, winning in
three games: 13-15, 9-15,10-15. Each
game was both emotionally and
physically draining; Hamilton's driv¬
ing momentum carried them through
to the end and Bates was not able to
fend them off. Graef was impressed
by the championship quality of play

exhibited by the team throughout
each of its four matches, and she was
excited to see the raised level of play
throughout the division. "There were
at least six teams that could have won
the tournament; that's how tight the
competition was."
Tasha Hawthorne '97 felt that
"the team played well overall, al¬
though there were a few costly mental
lapses."
Individual honors were offered
for the level of play over the course of
the weekend. Trisha Shepard '95 was
selected to be on the First Team AllTOurnament. Her play throughout
the season also earned her First Team
All-Conference honors. Teammate
Hawthorne was also honored with
Second Team All-Conference status.
This weekend the team will par¬
ticipate in the inter-regional tourna¬
ment which matches the best Division
III teams from New York against the
best Division III teams from New En¬
gland. This tournament will be simi¬
lar to last week's in that Bates will
have to fight for every point. This
weekend's tough competition will
help prepare Bates for the ECAC's
which will take place on November
13th and 14th. The team is now ranked
fifth in New England with an overall
record of 22-14. Sandra Durkis '97 be¬
lieves that the season has had its ups
and downs and commented, "If we
go out on the court with the right
mindset and intensity we can rival
anyone. This weekend's tournament
will be yet another test of our mental
toughness."

63 Sabattus St. Lewiston, Me 04240

782-0701 or 782-9301
Open 7 days a week
Sunday through Thursday Until 12:00 a.m.
Friday and Saturday Until 1:00 a.m.

For delivery call Dine Home Deliveries at 783-5700

Field Hockey drops close
games to Colby and Elms
Continued from page 21, Column 2
goals in 12 games, but their opponents
only hit for 16. The offense is bound to
improve, especially given that the
Bobcats didn't get a break all season in
their opponent's end.
Coach
Deschaine will look to begin actively
recruiting as soon as possible to re¬
place some of this year's scoring
punch, a third of which was provided
by captain Iacobucci and Nicole Dyer
'95. Senior captain Deb Lavoie will
also be missed on defense along with
Becky Burwell '95, but there are un¬
derclassmen that will hopefully fill the

fr

holes in an experienced backfield.
With the rest of the league rapidly
improving, the Bobcat's uphill battle
for respect will not get any easier next
season. Their schedule will probably
get harder, too, and there won't be
many more games like this year's con¬
test against New England College,
where Bates hit for nine unanswered
goals. "We will look to work in the
offseason," said Deschaine, "and go
out next year and reverse those 1-0
games we lost this season to reestab¬
lish Bates as a team to watch in the
NESCAC."

EXTRA INCOME FOR ‘94

Earn $600 - $ 1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:

v

GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901
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Club hockey shoots into
season; eager to use rink
money as they will no longer be forced
By Jason Schauble
to pay for ice time, which runs at $125
per hour.
Slowly but surely, an ice rink in
The men's club has switched
the corner of campus next to Merrill
leagues this year, no longer playing
Gym is rising. Slowly but surely the
the men's clubs like Sukee's Heroes.
men's and women's ice hockey teams
"We're looking to play more school
teams that are farther away," said
Chris (Milo) Weinberg '96. Weinberg
Ice Hockey
said they will have more opportuni¬
ties to do that in the years to come
have built themselves into respectable
when they begin to reap dividends
and competitive clubs. They are both
from others renting the ice rink at
on the brink of becoming a huge as¬
Bates. The team is looking to center
pect of sports life on the Bates campus
the league that they currently play in
as they anxiously await the opening of
at the Bates rink. This development is
the new rink. "This is the strongest
going to be outlined by next semester.
team I've seen in the past eight years,"
The new rink also brings hopes to
said
volunteer
coach
Jamie
both teams to receive more funding
Bourgouine.
and possibly varsity status. "We are
The men's club team has gotten
trying to do our part to show the
off to a fast start by winning two
school that we should have a varsity
games in the past week. The first game
program," said Hubney.
of the season, against Unity College,
Varsity program or not, the
came after only two days of practice.
women's club is happy to have a bud¬
The Bobcats handily beat
get and a set schedule
the Rams 4-1. "It was a
for the first time. The
"We are trying to club was officially
great game," said Coach
Bourgouine. "We had
formed last year when
do our part to
strong defense from Tim
they scheduled four
show the school
Heidmann '95 and a lot
regulation games, and
of scoring threats from
their abbreviated season
that we should
Joel Smith '95 and Billy
featured a win over
have a varsity
Hayes '97."
Holy Cross. This year
program."
The second game
the lady puckers are
matched Bates against
blessed
with a coach and
Brad Hubney
Sukee's Heroes, a men's
a six-game schedule.
’97
club out of Winslow.
They expect to have
"They're pretty much an
more home games after
the new rink opens. "We've got a solid
all-star team from that area," said
core of players," said club president
Bourgouine. "It was a tough match¬
Katie Charleston '96. "We've got 15
up." The 'Cats again came out on top
sophomores returning from last year."
with a pleasing 4-1 performance.
Stand-out sophomore Sharleen
"We've got four solid front lines and
Davis is looking forward to the season
five solid defensemen." The squad
with great anticipation. "I'm really ex¬
faces off against Central Maine Tech¬
cited, we've got more games sched¬
nical College tonight at 10 p.m. at the
uled and when the new rink opens
Civic Center in Auburn.
we'll practice much more." The new
The immediate future for the
rink will influence how the women
men's team is bright and busy. They
use their newly acquired budget.
plan to complete in 15 games before
"We've got a great deal of money
Christmas break. The new rink is ex¬
invested in ice time up until February
pected to be finished and ready for
15th," said Charleston. With the new
use when the students return from
winter break.
Both men's and
rink those funds will become acces¬
sible for travel and other expenses.
women's teams are planning to prac¬
The lady puckers look forward to
tice daily in the new rink. "We're all
playing their first game on December
really psyched for the rink," said club
4th against University of Maine at
treasurer Brad Hubney '97. The rink
Orono.
will save both teams a great deal of

Tracksters
claim 2nd
Continued from Page 19, Column 4

will have his top two runners for three
more years.
"This team is young and they
have an excellent concept of team run¬
ning. Captains Riley and Fairfield
have helped instill a good work ethic,
and underclassmen have responded
with tremendous growth," said
Slovenski. "We're looking to further
close the gap between our top finish¬
ers and the pack runners, and this will
be instrumental in our pulling of an
upset at the regionals."

Cellophanes
Translucent Color Gloss
If you want a dramatic change
or just to enhance your
highlights.
All natural ingredients for
shiny, healthy hair
available at:

786-3363
203 College St.

UPCOMING VARSITY EVENTS THIS WEEK
Away

FRI.

SAT.

SUN.

MON.

TUE.

WED.

THU.

Home

11/4

11/5

11/6

11/7

11/8

11/9

11/10

Bowdoin

FOOTBALL

1:00
Bowdoin

WOMEN’S SOCCER
VOLLEYBALL

T»A
ItrteHtegtaaail
T'-mmamenl

CALL NOW! 783-2200
10 Wings $3.99
20 Wings $6.99
30 Wings $9.99
40 Wings $12.99
50 Wings $15.99

Available in mild, medium,
hot, or barbecue

HOURS: MON-THURS 4:30 PM-1 AM
FRI & SAT 11 AM-2 AM
SUNDAY 11 AM-1 AM

MONDAY,TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY
SPECIAL $9.99

LATE NIGHT
SPECIAL
$6.99

Get 2 Medium Cheese Pizzas
for only $9.99
plus tax and deposit.

Get 1 Large One Topping
Pizza for only $6.99 plus tax
and deposit.
Good only 9 pm-close

EXPIRES 11/7/94
Coupon not valid with any oii«r offar.
Offer valid with coupon only. Vni-d at
participating stores only. Prices may vary.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our dnvers carry less than $20.00. Cash
^^alue 1/20$. C1994 Domino's Pizza, Inc
ILJHttiJjigi

I$2.00 OFF
I ANY 2 ITEM
I OR MORE
■
PIZZA
I

■

EXPIRES 11/7/94

■ Coupon not valid with any othar otter.
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at
participating stores only. Prices may vary.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Cash
^^alue1/20«. 01994 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

EXPIRES 11/7/94
Coupon not valid with any other otter. [HflglPIVH
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at
participating stores only. Prices may vary.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable,
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Cash
value 1/20C. 01994 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
ILJBUjJty

STUDENT
SPECIAL
Get a Medium Cheese Pizza
and 2 Cokes®
or Diet Cokes®
for only $6.99
plus tax and deposit.
EXPIRES 11/7/94
Coupon not valid with any other otter.
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at
participating stores only. Prices may vary.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Casn
value 1/20C.O1994 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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question on the quad
“What do you look for in a political candidate?”

“A good body.”
—Magill Weber ’96

“A poet, someone who feels
everyone's pain.”
—Ellen Sampson ’95
Reported by Quoc Tran

“But that's the subject of the
Political Science Department.”
—Prof. Murray, Economics

“Free food.”
—William Titus ’95

Photos by Paige Brown

Write for The Bates Student—

Meetings Sunday at 7:00 p.m., 224 Chase Hall

ANGELO'S
PIZZERIA

,/j

FAST! HOT! FREE DELIVERY

call

753-0133

Attention
Fun Loving College/University Students

Spring Into Station
‘Today for SpringBreath '951

We honor all competitor specials & coupons
WIN A 7 DAY TRIP FOR TWO TO ACAPULCO OR C ANCUN,
MEXICO, MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA OR SAN JUAN,
PUERTO RICO. TEN (10) TRIPS WILL BE AWARDED TO
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY STUDENTS ONLY ON DECEMBER
20,1994. (THE NUMBER OF TRIPS AWARDED MAY BE
INCREASED TO 15.)

THE TRIP GIVEAWAY REGISTRATION DEADLINE IS
DECEMBER 20,1994.

NOTE: VALID PASSPORTS ARE NEEDED FOR TRAVEL
TO JAMAICA AND MEXICO.

SEND A SELF-ADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE NOW
FOR DETAILS AND A REGISTRATION FORM(S) TO:

Best deal on ANY Pizza Party for Bates Students
CALL

753-0133

THE SPECIALTY CENTER
POST OFFICE BOX 143
NORWOOD, PA 19074

